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Abstract

We construct a two-dimensional grid that covers the key business functions and the
technologies that can be used to conduct the main tasks in each function. The grid
contains 7 general business functions and, for 12 broad sectors, 56 sector-specific busi-
ness functions, spanning 305 technologies. We populate the grid with data from over
12,000 establishments which constitute representative samples in 10 countries. We use
this data to construct measures of the sophistication of the technologies used in each
business function of each establishment. We document that the variance in technology
sophistication within establishments is larger than across establishments and develop
a model to study the sources of variation in technology sophistication across functions.
The model predicts a cross-establishment relation between technology sophistication
in a business function and an establishment-level index that aggregates the technology
choices of the establishment across functions. We call this index, Technological Factor
Productivity (TechFP); and the relation, the technology curve. We develop and imple-
ment an estimation strategy taking advantage of the variation across functions in the
slopes of technology curves. Our estimation produces measures of TechFP for each es-
tablishment. Technology curves account for 43% of the enormous within-establishment
variance in technology. TechFP is strongly correlated with productivity across estab-
lishments, accounting for 15% of the cross-establishment dispersion in productivity.
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1 Introduction

Suppose that you could open up an establishment and zoom into each business function

to observe what technologies the establishment uses to conduct tasks involved in the business

function, and of all these technologies, which ones it uses more intensively. Access to this

information can shed light on four first order questions. 1. What technologies used in

a business function? 2. How different (in some comparable metric) are the technologies

used across the business functions of an establishment? 3. How can we aggregate all the

technologies used by an establishment across functions in an index that suffices to describe

the relationship between technology and productivity in the establishment? 4. How much

of the cross-establishment dispersion in productivity can be accounted for by the variation

in the technological index? In a nutshell, this paper explores these four questions taking

advantage of a new dataset we have assembled, a new model of technology choice inside the

establishment and innovative empirical strategies to bring the model to the data.

FAT (Firm-level Adoption of Technology) is a representative1 establishment-level dataset

that currently covers 10 countries.2 In the background of FAT, there is a grid-like structure

(henceforth, the grid) that we have used to organize the business functions and technologies.

The grid is a matrix that we have assembled with the help of over 50 experts, that identifies

the key business functions an establishment in a given sector conducts. The grid contains 7

business functions that are common to establishments in all sectors and that we call general

business functions (GBF)3 and 56 additional BFs that are specific to one of 12 large sectors4

and that we call sector-specific business functions (SSBF). In each business function, the

experts have identified the technologies that can be used to conduct the key tasks in the

function, from the simplest to the most complex (i.e., the world technology frontier). Overall,

the grid covers 305 technologies. The grid has two key properties. First, it is relevant for any

establishment and country, regardless of its sector and level of development. Second, in each

business function, the technologies in the grid can be ranked according to their sophistication

from the simplest to the most complex.

To populate the grid for each establishment, we have created the FAT survey that was

implemented in representative samples (extracted from official sampling frames) in each of

the 10 countries covered in FAT. The survey asks which of the technologies in the grid are

used in the establishment and, among those, which one is the most widely used. With this

1FAT is representative at national, regional, sector and size level.
2These include, South Korea, Poland, the Brazilian state of Ceará, Vietnam, the Indian states of Uttar

Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, Senegal, Kenya, Ghana, Bangladesh and Burkina Faso.
3See Figure 1 for the grid for GBF.
4agriculture crops, agriculture fruits, livestock, food processing, wearing apparel, automotive, pharma-

ceutical, other manufacturing, retail and wholesale, banking services, land transport services, health services.
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information, we construct business function-level measures of the sophistication of the most

widely used technology (MOST) and of the most sophisticated technology used (MAX).

We first use these measures to document some facts about the use of technology in

establishments and countries. We show that, on average the technologies used by estab-

lishments are far from the technology frontier, that the most widely used technologies are

significantly less sophisticated than the most sophisticated technologies available in a es-

tablishment/business function, that establishment size, exporting. multinational and multi-

establishment status are associated with greater technology sophistication, and that there is

large cross-country variation in technology sophistication which is very strongly correlated

with per capita income.

Nevertheless, the FAT dataset is designed so that the unit of observation is a business

function of an establishment. This perspective allows us to pose new questions such as

whether technology sophistication is relatively homogeneous across the different business

functions of an establishment or whether it differs widely. We document that there is larger

variance in technology sophistication within an establishment than across establishments.

Interestingly, the within establishment variance in technology sophistication is larger in more

sophisticated establishments and it is uncorrelated with establishment size or age.

To study the drivers of technology adoption across business functions we develop a model

that allows for both heterogeneity in the marginal value and marginal costs of implementing

more sophisticated technologies to affect technology choices. Additionally, the model intro-

duces the concept of technological factor productivity, which is an index that aggregates all

the technologies used by the establishment across functions and that is a sufficient statis-

tic of the relationship between technology and productivity at the establishment level. A

key prediction of the model is the existence of a parsimonious cross-establishment relation

between the sophistication of technology in a business function and the technological factor

productivity of the establishment. We name this relation the technology curve.

Using an empirical strategy inspired by Aguiar and Bils (2015),5 we estimate the slopes

of technology curves for each business function and the technological factor productivity

(TechFP) of each establishment. We use these estimates to construct the predicted technol-

ogy curves which account for 43% of the enormous within-establishment variance in tech-

nology sophistication.

Endowed with establishment-level estimates of TechFP, we explore various relevant ques-

tions. One that is central to our effort of building a comprehensive dataset of technology

at the function/establishment level is how much information we would lose if we restricted

5Aguiar and Bils (2015) estimate household-level expenditure by exploiting the heterogeneity in the
slopes of Engel curves for different consumption categories.
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attention to the presence of specific technologies in the establishment. Relatedly, we study

how TechFP relates to various moments of the distribution of different measures of technol-

ogy sophistication. We also explore how TechFP is related to establishment characteristics,

such as the education of the workers, the quality of management practices, size, age, and

status as exporter, multi-establishment or multinational. Finally, we study the association

between TechFP and establishment productivity finding that the two are strongly associated

and that cross-establishment variation in TechFP accounts for 15% of the gap in labor pro-

ductivity between the establishments in the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution. We

also find considerable sectoral heterogeneity in the fraction of cross-establishment dispersion

accounted for by TechFP ranging from 30% in agriculture to 13% in services.

Our analysis is related to several literatures. First, the FAT dataset is inspired by a long

tradition in economics, sociology and marketing in the measurement of technology initiated

with Ryan and Gross (1943) and Griliches (1957). Since then, it has become a common

practice to characterize the technology of a firm by the presence of a few (often just one)

advanced technologies.6 Recent efforts such as the Canadian SAT have added detail by in-

creasing the number (between 41 and 50, depending on the round) of advanced technologies

that firms are asked about. FAT extends these measurement efforts while introducing some

significant differences with prior studies. First, the number of technologies covered is much

greater covering both general and sector-specific technologies. Second, FAT covers a full

range of technologies from the most basic to the state-of-the-art. Third, the unit of observa-

tion in FAT is the business function in a establishment. Importantly, this new unit of analysis

permits to know what technologies are used for and to study variation in technology across

the business functions of an establishment. Finally, FAT measures not just the presence of a

technology but also what is the most widely used technology in the function. The intensity

of use is an important dimension for the technological productivity of the establishment.

There are interesting parallels between our contribution to the measurement of technology

and pathbreaking efforts by Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) and Bloom et al. (2019) to

measure the quality of management practices also using establishment surveys.7 Beyond

the obvious conceptual differences between technologies and managerial practices, the main

6For example, Davies (1979) studies the diffusion of 26 manufacturing technologies but, typically, each
technology is relevant only in one narrow sector, Trajtenberg (1990) measures the presence of CAT-scanners
in hospitals, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000); Stiroh (2002); Bresnahan, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2002); Akerman,
Gaarder and Mogstad (2015) measure the presence of some ICTs such as computers or access to internet. This
practice has been adopted in surveys of ICT conducted by the statistical offices in a number of advanced
economies, including the US Census Bureau (ICTS and ABS), the Eurostat (Community Survey of ICT
Usage), and Statistics Canada (Survey of Advanced Technology (SAT).

7These surveys include the World Management Survey (WMS) and the Management and Organizational
Practices Survey (MOPS). The WMS is a telephone based survey that uses double blinded methodologies.
MOPS is an online and paper based survey.
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difference is that we have a genuine interest in studying differences in the sophistication

of technology across the business functions of a given establishment, and that we exploit

this dimension together with the structure of the model to estimate the technological factor

productivity of the establishment.

The estimation of TechFP is related to the macro literature that has intended to construct

aggregate measures of TFP that are purged from non-technological factors such as cyclical

capacity utilization and profits (e.g., Basu, Fernald and Kimball, 2006, and Comin, et al.,

2023). This literature starts with measures of the Solow residual and adjusts them using

proxies for unmeasured variation in factor utilization and markups. In contrast, our measures

of TechFP and constructed bottom up, relying on a comprehensive number of direct measures

of the technologies used by the establishment across business function and the structure of

a model of technology choice across functions.

Finally, there is a long tradition studying the relationship between technology and produc-

tivity across establishments including the so-called Solow Paradox by which the anticipated

effect of the adoption of computers in productivity measures was elusive in empirical anal-

yses.8 These studies typically consider a limited number of technologies.9 Our finding that

measures of establishment technology that rely on one or a few technologies provide a poor

and imprecise approximation of TechFP provides a rationale for the limits of this approach

to study the relationship between technology and productivity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the FAT survey.

Section 3 presents the measures of technology we construct with the information collected

in the survey, and studies technology choice at the business function level, and across the

business functions of a establishment. Section 4 develops our model of technology choice

across business functions. Section 5 presents the strategy to estimate technological factor

productivity at the establishment level and analyzes the estimates. Section 6 concludes.

8A related literature has explored this question using more aggregate units of analysis such as countries
(e.g., Comin and Hobijn (2010) and Comin and Mestieri (2018)) or sectors (e.g., Comin (2000), Jorgenson
et al. (2005), Jorgenson, Ho and Stiroh (2008), Oliner, Sichel and Stiroh (2007), Van Ark, O’Mahoney and
Timmer (2008)).

9For example, Hubbard (2003) studies the effects of adopting on-board computers in trucks, Bartel,
Ichniowski and Shaw (2007) study the effects of the adoption of computer numerically controlled (CNC)
machines and computer-aided design (CAD) software in the productivity of valve manufacturing. Hjort and
Poulsen (2019) analyzes how the access to fast Internet connection increases firm entry, productivity, and
exports in African countries. Gupta, Ponticelli and Tesei (2020) study how the adoption of cellphones by
Indian farmers increased their productivity by reducing their informational barriers.
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2 The Survey

The FAT survey (“the survey” henceforth) collects detailed information for nationally rep-

resentative samples of establishments in agriculture, manufacturing, and services about the

technologies that each establishment uses to perform key business functions necessary to

operate in its respective sector. In what follows we describe in detail the survey design and

implementation.10

2.1 Structure

The survey is composed of five modules. Module A collects information on general charac-

teristics about the establishment.11 Modules B and C cover the technologies used. Module D

focuses on barriers and drivers of technology adoption, while module E gathers information

about the establishment’s balance sheet and employment.12

The survey differentiates between general business functions (module B) which comprise

tasks that all establishments conduct regardless of the sector where they operate; and sector-

specific business functions (module C) which are relevant only for establishments in a given

sector. All establishments in our sample respond to module B, but only those belonging to

the sectors for which we have developed a sector-specific module respond to C. To attain

a wide coverage that allows a meaningful study of sector-specific technologies, we develop

sector-specific modules for ten significant sectors in the economy.13 These sectors have been

selected to cover all three industries (agriculture, manufacturing, and services) and based on

their share in aggregate value-added, employment and number of establishments.14

2.2 Technology grid

To design modules B and C, we determine the business functions covered and the list of

technologies that can be used to implement the key tasks in each function. We call the

resulting structure: the grid.

10See Appendix A for more details.
11The survey is designed, implemented, and weighted at the establishment level. For multi-establishment

firms, the survey targets the establishment randomly selected in the sample.
12The survey can be downloaded in the following address (https://dcomin.host.dartmouth.edu/

files/FAT_Survey_complete.pdf).
13The ten sectors for which we have developed sector-specific modules are: agriculture (crops and fruits),

livestock, food processing, wearing apparel, automotive, pharmaceutical, retail and wholesale, banking ser-
vices, land transport services, and health services.

14The granular information that can be obtained with the FAT survey allows to explore central questions
on technology policy in developing countries. One example, and product of this paper, is the World Bank
policy report ”Bridging the Technological Divide”(https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/server/api/
core/bitstreams/5a5e55f7-edf8-530e-8e11-aa2e15421a9d/content).
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To construct the grid, we followed three steps. First, we conducted desk research review-

ing the specialized literature. Second, we held meetings with World Bank Group experts in

each of the sectors covered. Third, we reached out to external consultants with significant

experience in the field (at least 15 years). For example, the external experts in agriculture

and livestock were agricultural engineers and researchers from Embrapa-Brazil. For food

processing, wearing apparel, automotive, pharmaceutical, transport, finance, and retail, as

well as for the GBFs, we relied on senior external consultants selected by a large manage-

ment consulting organization. For health, the team relied on consultants and physicians

with practical experience in both developing countries and advanced economies. In total,

over 50 experts participated in the construction of the technology grid. The resulting grid

is composed of 7 general and 56 sector-specific business functions and a total of 305 tech-

nology/business functions pairs (See subsubsection A.1.1 of the appendix for details on the

process followed to define the grid). Figure 1 presents the general business functions consid-

ered in the survey and the possible technologies that can be used to conduct each of them.

Figure 2 presents the grid for food-processing, one of our SSBFs.15

The grid in FAT has three characteristics. First, it is comprehensive. It includes the main

business functions and the full array of technologies in each function, from the most basic to

the most advanced technologies available. Second, the business functions and technologies in

the grid are potentially relevant to all firms within any given sector. For example, the business

functions and technologies in the grid for crop agriculture should allow us to characterize

the technologies used both by large producers of soybeans in Brazil, and small producers of

rice in Vietnam. Third, the technologies are precisely defined so that their use in a firm can

be objectively established by respondents and enumerators.

In addition to identifying the key business functions and relevant technologies, experts

also identified the ranking of the technologies in each business function based on their sophis-

tication. The sophistication of a technology reflects the complexity of the technology and is

often associated with the novelty of the technology (e.g., crypto payments are more complex

than cash). More sophisticated technologies may be able to perform more tasks, tasks of

greater complexity or may perform them with greater accuracy or speed, but do not neces-

sarily imply grater productivity. Thus, the sophistication rankings are not based on ex-ante

or ex-post information about the relative productivity associated to these technologies.

15The grids for the GBFs and the eleven SSBFs are available in section A.1.1 of the appendix.
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2.3 Information collected in FAT

The survey collects information in three broad areas: the business functions conducted in

the establishment, the use of technologies in each business function, and information on the

establishment’s balance sheet, workers, and management.

2.3.1 Business functions

The business functions that comprise the vertical dimension of the grid are comprehensive

(i.e. cover the key tasks involved in production) and relevant (i.e. the tasks they group

are conducted in most establishments in the sector). Explorations conducted at the piloting

stage of the survey confirm the relevance of general business functions as they confirm that

the functions are conducted in house, and respondents are aware about the technologies

used for those functions.16 For sector-specific business functions we formally explore the

relevance of each business function in each establishment through a screener questions that

ask whether the specific business function is conducted in the establishment and, in case it is

not, whether it is in-sourced, outsourced, or irrelevant. We find that in 80% of the business

function/establishment pairs, the function is relevant and conducted in the establishment.

2.3.2 Technology questions

The survey has two types of questions about the technologies used to conduct each business

function. First, it asks, whether the establishment uses each of the technologies listed in

the grid. FAT also asks whether the establishment uses “other technologies” in the business

function in addition to those contained in the grid. The frequency that respondents declare

that “other” technologies are used in the business function allows us to assess the comprehen-

siveness of the technologies in the grid. Establishments use “other” technologies in 3.65% of

the business functions, which confirms that the technologies in the grid are comprehensive.17

After identifying the technologies that are used by the establishment in a business func-

tion, the survey asks which one is the most widely used in the business function. In addition

to collecting information on technology used based on the grid, the FAT survey also asks es-

tablishments about the presence of three standard general purpose technologies: computers,

internet, and electricity. Unlike the FAT technologies, the presence of these general purpose

technology is not connected to any specific business function.

16This premise is confirmed ex-post by the very low frequency of missing GBFs, defined as the share of
functions for which firms replied ”no” or “do not know” for all options of technologies available in a given
business function. Specifically, the frequency of ”missing” GBFs, by taking into consideration all GBFs
across all firms, is 4%.

17”other” is the most widely used technology in 0.8% of the business functions.
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The survey also includes other standard questions in establishment surveys, such as

balance sheet information, employment and occupations, management characteristics and

a few variables from MOPS to measure management quality (see Appendix A for a more

detailed description).

2.4 The Data

Our analysis is based on primary data collected across 10 countries: South Korea, Poland,

Brazil (State of Ceará), Vietnam, India (States of Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu), Senegal,

Kenya, Ghana, Bangladesh, and Burkina Faso. Several factors were taken into consideration

to decide where to implement the FAT survey. We targeted countries in different continents

(Asia, Africa, America, and Europe) with different levels of income, and where there was

access to a good quality sampling frame. In these countries, we collected data from 12,636

establishments, including 903 from Bangladesh, 711 from the State of Ceará, in Brazil, 600

from Burkina Faso, 1,262 from Ghana, 1,519 from India, 1,305 from Kenya, 1,551 from

South Korea, 1,500 from Poland, 1,786 establishments in Senegal, and 1,499 from Vietnam.

Table 1 shows the distributions of the sample by country, sector, and size groups. These

establishments were randomly selected based on the sampling frame for each country.

Table 2 provides descriptive statistics for the sample we used in this study. The median

firm in our sample has 20 workers, with an average of 98 workers. About 23% of workers

have a college degree, 21% of firms are multi-establishments, 11% has foreign capital, 21%

are exporters, 14% has 5 or less years of age, and 76% has electricity, computer, and internet

available.

2.4.1 Sampling

Our data is representative for a universe of about 1.2 million establishments.18 The samples

are nationally representative for establishments with 5 or more workers.19 For each country,

the sampling frame is based on the most comprehensive and updated establishment-level

census data available from the respective National Statistical Office (NSOs) or similar ad-

ministrative information.20 The survey is stratified along three dimensions - sector, firm

size, and region - so we can construct representative measures of technology for aggregates

18Table A.2 provides information of the distribution of firms by country, sector, and size groups, in the
universe covered by the FAT survey.

19For the state of Ceará in Brazil, and the Indian states of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh it is represen-
tative at the state-level.

20Section A of the appendix provides more details on sampling frame, survey implementation and data
collection, and sampling weight.
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along these dimensions. Sampling weights are based on the inverse probability of selecting

establishments within each stratum.

2.4.2 Measures to minimize bias and measurement error

The literature on survey design has identified three types of potential bias and measurement

errors based on whether they originate from the non-response, the enumerator, and the

respondent (Collins, 2003). In what follows we briefly describe the steps taken in the design

and implementation of the FAT survey to minimize these errors. Appendix A.4 provides a

more detailed description of the measures implemented to minimize potential bias.

Non-response bias. To maximize response rates and minimize potential biases associ-

ated with non-response (Gary, 2007), we follow best practice procedures. First, we partner

with national statistical offices and industry associations to use the most comprehensive

and updated sampling frame available. Second, we hire data collection companies or agen-

cies with demonstrable experience in nationally representative firm level surveys; which are

supported by endorsement letters from local institutions.21 Third, we follow a standard

protocol in which each firm is contacted several times to schedule an interview. Fourth,

we use face-to-face or phone interviews which lead to higher response rates than web-based

interviews.22

Enumerator bias and error counts. The survey, training, and data collection pro-

cesses are largely designed to minimize enumerator biases and data collection errors. First,

we use closed-ended questions to make coding the answers a mechanical task, eliminating

the reliance on the enumerator’s interpretation of the answer and subjective judgement to

code them. Second, the same standardized training is implemented in each country in local

language with enumerators, supervisors, and managers leading the data implementation.

Third, in each country, we conduct a pre-test pilot of the questionnaire with establishments

out of the sample. Fourth, to attain greater quality control during the data collection pro-

cess, enumerators record the answers via Computer-Assisted Personal Interviews (CAPI) or

Computer-Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) software and we regularly monitor the

data collection process using standard algorithms to analyze the consistency of the data and

assure quality control.23

21These procedures are in line with suggestions of good practice for implementation by Bloom et al.
(2016).

22Note that face-to-face interviews were not possible during the pandemic and in some countries as shown
in Table A.3 the survey was implemented by telephone.

23Randomized survey experiments with household survey has demonstrated that a large number of errors
observed in Pen-and-Paper Personal Interview (PAPI) data can be avoided in CAPI (Caeyers, Chalmers
and De Weerdt, 2012).
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Respondent bias. We take several steps to minimize respondent bias. First, we ensure

that the interview is arranged with the appropriate person or persons; main managers (and

in larger firms other managers such as plant managers and HR managers). Second, we use a

closed-ended design in the questionnaire that reduces measurement error in the answers as

the respondent is questioned about specific technologies (one at a time), not knowing ex ante

all technologies to be asked in each business function. Third, we pre-test the questionnaire

in each country to ensure that questions are clear in their wording in the specific geograph-

ical and cultural contexts, so that the response does not require any subjective judgement

(Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2001). Fourth, to avoid social desirability bias, by which re-

spondents may overstate the use of more sophisticated technologies, the survey avoids the

words “technology” and “sophistication” and employs more neutral terms such as “methods”

and “processes”.

2.4.3 Ex-post checks and validation exercises

We conduct several ex-post checks to assess the quality of the collected data.

Non-response bias. The average (unit) response rate on the survey varies by country

and ranges between 24 percent and 80 percent. The response rates were higher when the

survey was implemented by national statistical agencies. For example, response rate was

80 percent in Vietnam, 57 percent in Senegal, 39 percent in Ceará, Brazil, and 24 percent

in Korea.24 To minimize potential non-response bias, we adjusted the sampling weights for

unit non-response. The adjustment was calculated at the strata level, so that the weighted

distribution of our respondent sample across strata (sector, size, region) exactly matches the

distribution of establishments in the sampling frame.25

We conduct three tests to assess potential biases from unit non-response-rates.26 In each

of these exercises, presented in section A.5 of the appendix, we find no statistical difference

24Table A.4 in the appendix A provides the response rate by country, defined as ratio between firms
that responded the survey and the total number of eligible firms in the sample, for which we attempted to
conduct the interview. The high response rate for Vietnam is associated with the fact that the survey was
implemented by the national statistical office. These response rates are high relative to typical response
rates in firm-level surveys, which for the U.S. are around 5 to 10 percent, and are consistent with response
rates observed for WMS and MOPS (Bloom et al., 2016).The average response rate for the WMS is around
40 percent.The response rate for MOPS, implemented by the United States Census Bureau, was around 80
percent.

25See section A.3 of the appendix for more details on sampling weights.
26First, using the information from the sampling frame, we check if there are differences in the average

number of workers per firm between respondents and non-respondents within stratum. Second, using infor-
mation on the number of attempts, we compare the firm-level technology sophistication in GBFs, described
in the next section, between firms with above and below the average number of attempts. Third, in a
similar vein, we compare firms in the first list of contacts provided to interviewers, versus those provided
subsequently.
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in the number of employees, technology sophistication, wages, and share of workers by skill

and education between firms in the group that proxies for the response sample and the group

of firms that proxies for the non-response sample.27

Response bias. To assess the relevance of response bias, we conduct a parallel pilot

in Kenya where we re-interview 100 randomly selected firms with a short version of the

questionnaire. For those firms, we randomly select three business functions and ask about the

presence of the relevant technologies.28 We estimate a probit model to assess the likelihood of

consistent answers between the original and the back-check interviews, controlling for firm-

level fixed-effect. Reporting the use of a technology in the back-check interview is associated

with 80.6% of likelihood of reporting the use of the same technology in the original interview.

Conversely, reporting that a technology is not used in the back-check interview, is associated

with a 70.7% likelihood of not being reported in the original survey.29 These estimates do

not differ across establishments of different size.

Validation using external sources. We evaluate the quality and reliability of the

data collected by comparing it to external sources in Korea (KED) and Brazil (RAIS).30 We

focus on variables related to establishment size, productivity and technology. Table A.11

shows that the sampling weighted average of the labor variables in the FAT data (number

of workers, average wages, share of college workers, share of low- and high-skill workers) are

not statistically different from the averages in the universe of firms from the RAIS dataset.

In the Korean matched establishments we find very high correlations (above 0.93) in the log

levels and growth rates of sales, employment and sales.31

With regards to sales per worker, in Korea, we find a cross-establishment correlation

between FAT and the KED of 0.73. While, in Ceará, Brazil, Table A.10 shows that average

log of wages from RAIS are strongly correlated with the FAT measures of log value-added per

worker. With regards to technology, we find similar average adoption rate of ERP systems

in Korean manufacturing establishments in FAT as Chung and Kim (2021) who use a similar

27See Table A.5 to A.11 in Appendix A.
28The re-interviews produce 1,661 answers, 106 interviews times 3 business functions times an average of

5.2 technologies per function. Both the original and back-end interviews in the pilot are conducted by phone
by different interviewers.

29The correlation between the binary responses in survey and pilot is 73% ranging from 65% in business
administration to 77% in sales across business functions, and from 85% among the most basic technologies
to around 61% in intermediate, and 77% at the most advanced technologies across functions.

30In Korea we merged FAT with the Korea Enterprise Data (KED), a leading supplier of business credit
reports on Korean businesses. In Brazil, we merged the data with the Relação Anual de Informações Sociais
(RAIS) which is an administrative database maintained by the Ministry of Labor providing information of
salary for all formal workers in Brazil.

31The FAT survey asks about sales and number of employments for two periods. The most recent year
for which the balance sheet is available, which is the year previous the implementation of the survey and
two years before. For Korea, these reference years are 2019 and 2017.
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sampling frame (32% vs. 40% in Chung and Kim (2021)). Additionally, we find a strong

positive cross-establishment correlation between the book value of machinery and equipment

in KED and the establishment sophistication measures (MOST and MAX) from FAT, to be

explained in the next section. These checks support the soundness of the survey design, data

collection process, and accuracy of responses.

3 Facts about Technology

The horizontal dimension of the grid provides detailed information about the technologies

used in each business function of each establishment and about which ones are most inten-

sively used. To reduce the dimensionality of this information, we construct measures at the

business function/establishment level that reflect the sophistication of two specific technolo-

gies: the most widely used technology, and the technology with maximum sophistication in

the business function used in the establishment. After discussing the constructions of these

measures, we first characterize their distribution across business functions and establishments

and explore the establishment characteristics that are associated with technology sophistica-

tion. Then, we take advantage of the granularity of the FAT dataset and pose a new question

to the literature: how much heterogeneity in technology there is across the business functions

of an establishment? To answer this question we compute the within-establishment variance

in technology sophistication and compare it to the cross-establishment variance. We then

study possible sources of within establishment variation in technology sophistication and

present the technology curve.

3.1 Measures of technology sophistication

We measure the sophistication of each technology in each business function by proceeding in

two steps. First, we order the technologies in each function based on their sophistication (i.e.,

complexity). Second, we map the ordinal sophistication rankings into a cardinal measure.

The starting point is the experts’ rankings of the technologies in each business function,

from least to most advanced, rf ∈ 1, 2, ..., Rf .
32 We define the relative rank of a technology

as r̂f =
rf−1

Rf−1
. Note that r̂f ∈ [0, 1].

32Because several technologies may be assigned the same sophistication, the highest rank in a function Rf

may be smaller than the number of possible technologies Nf . In a small number of business functions, the
technologies covered are used in various subgroups of tasks. For example, in the body pressing and welding
functions of the automotive sector, the survey differentiates between technologies used for pressing skin
panels, pressing structural components and welding the main body. In cases like this, we construct ranks of
technologies for each subgroup of tasks within the business function, and then aggregate the resulting indices
by taking simple averages across the tasks groups.
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Our analysis focuses on the sophistication of two types of technologies: the most widely

used and the technology with maximum sophistication among those used in the business func-

tion by the establishment. We construct cardinal measures of sophistication of a technology

by applying an affine transformation to the relative rank of a technology, r̂f . Specifically, the

sophistication of the most widely used technology in function f of establishment j, MOSTf,j,

and of the technology with highest sophistication, MAXf,j, are computed by:

MOSTf,j = 1 + 4 ∗ r̂MOST
f,j (1)

MAXf,j = 1 + 4 ∗ r̂MAX
f,j , (2)

where r̂MOST
f,j and r̂MAX

f,j are the relative sophistication rankings of the two technologies.

By construction, MOSTf,j,MAXf,j ∈ [1, 5], and MAXf,j ≥MOSTf,j.

Since the technology with highest rank in the grid corresponds to the (world) techno-

logical frontier in that business function, we can interpret cardinalizations of the relative

ranking of a technology (e.g., MOSTf,j and MAXf,j) as the closeness of a technology to the

frontier. The affine nature of the transformations in (1) and (2) implies that these measures

display constant increments as we move up in the sophistication ranking. This is a natural

assumption commonly used to construct cardinal variables in social sciences. We have care-

fully studied the robustness of the key findings in our analysis to the linearity of (1) and (2)

(see Cirera et al. (2020)) and have found that the findings hold generally and do not hinge on

the linearity of the sophistication measures. For example, we have checked that a sufficient

condition for the robustness of the sign of the correlations between sophistication measures

and firm observables to arbitrary monotonic cardinalizations of the sophistication rankings

holds.33 Similarly, we have checked the robustness of the technology curves and their slopes

to using cardinalizations of relative rankings that involve a wide range of concave and convex

functions.

Out of all the possible technologies we could focus on, those that define MOSTf,j and

MAXf,j seem probably the most relevant as they define the technological frontier in the

business function and establishment. Additionally, MOSTf,j and MAXf,j are of independent

importance as they reflect different aspects of the technology upgrading processes in the

business function. MAXf,j increases when a firm implements a new technology, that is more

33This is the so-called LMA condition Schroeder and Yitzhaki (2017) which required that the LMA curve
(line of independence minus absolute concentration curve) does not cross the horizontal axis. The LMA
curve is the vertical difference between two curves. The first curve is the absolute concentration curve of a
variable X (e.g., firm size) given the technology sophistication sjunder the assumption that the two variables
are statistically independent. The second curve is the absolute concentration curve of X as a function of the
cumulative distribution F (.) of the sophistication measure across establishments.
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sophisticated than those currently in use in the business function.34 Therefore, increases

in MAXf,j capture technology improvements as those in quality ladder (e.g., Aghion and

Howitt, 1992) or horizontal variety (e.g., Romer, 1990) conceptualizations of technology in

production.

Increases in MOSTf,j occur because the establishment expands the use of a technology

which becomes the new most widely used in the business function.35 The new most widely

used technology may be either new in the business function or it may be a technology that

was used marginally and whose use has been expanded. Therefore, MOSTf,j is more closely

connected to Mansfield (1963)’s notion of technology diffusion in the firm (in our case in the

BF) than to innovation.

Relevant outcomes and observable characteristics are often reported at the establishment

level. We construct establishment-level average sophistication measures as the simple average

of MOSTf,j and MAXf,j across the business of an establishment:

Sj =

Nj∑
f=1

Sf,j
Nj

(3)

where S = MOST,MAX, and Nj is the number of business functions covered for establish-

ment j.

3.2 Describing technology sophistication

We start exploring technology sophistication by studying the distributions of MAX and

MOST at the business function and establishment levels (see Figure 4). Table 3 presents

key statistics of these distributions. Fact 1 summarizes our main observations.

Fact 1.

A. The average technology sophistication across establishments/functions is relatively low,

and it is considerably higher for MAX (2.41) than for MOST (1.78).

B. There is a large dispersion of technology sophistication across function and establish-

ments.

C. The distributions of MAX and MOST, both at the business function and establishment

level, are skewed to the right.

34This technology may not be new to the establishment, but it is new to the BF in the establishment.
35Obviously, for MOST to increase, the newly most widely used technology must be more sophisticated

than the previous most widely used technology.
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Part A of Fact 1 shows that the average establishment is quite far from the world tech-

nology frontier. The low average sophistication together with the right skewness of the

distribution (Part C) signify that the technology used in many BFs and establishments

are relatively unsophisticated. The right skewness of technology sophistication measures is

reminiscent of the well-documented skewness in the distribution of log productivity across

establishments (e.g. Syverson (2011)).

Part A also points to the fact that the average gap between MAX and MOST (0.63) rep-

resents 16% of the range in the support of the technology sophistication measure and roughly

half of the cross function/establishment dispersion in sophistication. This gap implies that

establishments have more sophisticated technologies than those they use most widely.

Part B of Fact 1 highlights the large dispersion of sophistication both at the business

function and establishment levels. We assess the magnitude by comparing the standard

deviations with the range of the support of technology sophistication (i.e., (5-1)=4). At

the establishment level, this ratio is 20.5% for MAX and 15% for MOST. At the business

function level the ratios are 32% for MAX and 25% for MOST.

We next explore the sources of variation in technology sophistication across establish-

ments. To this end, we regress the establishment-level technology measures (MAXj and

MOSTj) on dummies that reflect establishment size (5-19, 20-99, 100+ employees), age (6-

10, 11-15, and 16+ years), 1-digit sector (agriculture, manufacturing and services), export,

multi-establishment and foreign ownership status, and the country. Table 4 reports the es-

timates from these regressions. Fact 2 summarizes the key findings.

Fact 2.

A. There is a positive association between technology sophistication and establishment

size.

B. Being an exporter, part of multi-establishment firm or a multinational are also posi-

tively associated with the three technology measures.

C. There is no significant association between technology and the age of the establishment.

D. Size, age, exporting, multinational and multi-establishment status, together with the

country and one-sector dummies account for 41% and 45% of the cross-establishment

variance in technology sophistication measured by MAX and MOST, respectively.

The coefficients on the country dummies reflect the average technology sophistication levels

of the establishments in each country. Table 5 reports those coefficients as well as the coef-

ficients of similar regressions where we introduce sector-specific country dummies and that
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capture the average sophistication in each one-digit sector (i.e., agriculture, manufacturing

and services) by country. Table 5 also reports the dispersion and correlation with per capita

income of the country-level sophistication measures.

Fact 3.

A. There is a large cross-country variation in average sophistication levels for both MAX

and MOST.

B. The correlation between per capita income and technology sophistication across coun-

tries is a strong (0.93 for MOST and 0.76 for MAX).

C. The cross-country dispersion in average technology sophistication and the covariance

between sophistication and per capita income are largest for agriculture.

Parts A and B of Fact 3 imply that technology sophistication is a relevant factor in a

development accounting sense. In particular, MOST accounts for 36% to the cross-country

variance in per capita income while MAX accounts for 30%.36

Part C of Fact 3 is relevant for the literature on the agricultural productivity gap (e.g.,

Caselli (2005), Lagakos and Waugh (2013)) that has documented the presence of larger cross-

country differences in productivity in agriculture than in other sectors. The fact that cross-

country differences in technology sophistication are also larger in agricultural establishments

than in establishments that operate in other sectors suggests a new line of research that

should help us understand better this important puzzle.

3.3 Technology inside the establishment

The granularity of the information collected in the FAT survey offers a unique opportu-

nity to study the variation of technology across the business functions of an establishment.

Specifically, we explore whether the technologies used by companies across the different func-

tions of a establishment have a relatively uniform sophistication or whether there are large

differences in technology sophistication across the business functions of an establishment.

After establishing the magnitude of the variation in technology within establishments, we

proceed in two directions. First, we study the variation across establishments in the within-

establishment variance in technology sophistication. Specifically, we study the magnitude of

variation across establishment in the within-establishment variance in technology and how

the within-establishment variance in technology sophistication covaries with establishment

36The contribution is computed as the covariance divided by the variance of per capita income.
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characteristics. Second, we make the business function/establishment the unit of observa-

tion to study the cross-establishment relation between technology sophistication in a specific

business function and average sophistication in the establishment. This relationship, which

we call the technology curve, can be interpreted as the expansion path of technology so-

phistication, as its slope informs us about how much a establishment loads on a business

function as it improves the overall sophistication of technology. We are interested in studying

the variation in the slopes of technology curves across business functions and how much of

the within-establishment variance in technology is explained by variation in the slopes of

technology curves.

Within-establishment variance in technology

We study the sources of variation in technology sophistication at the establishment/function

level (i.e., MAXf,j and MOSTf,j, generically denoted by Sf,j), by decomposing them into a

establishment component (αj), a business function-country component (αf,c), and a residual

(uf,j):

Sf,j = αj + αf,c + uf,j, (4)

The business functions dummies αf absorb variation in Sf,j driven by the nature of

business functions in a firm. By purging this component, the levels and variances of the

establishment effects and the residuals are comparable across firms with potentially different

business functions (as they may have different SSBFs). We then compute the variance of

the establishment, business function/country and within-establishment components in (4).

(See Table 6.)

Fact 4.

The within-establishment variance in technology (WVAR) is larger than the cross-firm

variance in technology. In particular, it is 38% larger for MAX, and more than twice

as large for MOST .

The lack of datasets on technology at the business-function-level has made impossible

for prior research to explore the within-establishment variation in technology. Models of the

firm have reduced the technological landscape of a firm to a unique parameter, implying that

the technologies used by a firm across the different business functions were uniformly sophis-

ticated or unsophisticated. The enormous variation in technology inside the establishment

documented in Fact 4 debunks this notion and motivates new questions about the sources

of this variation that we formulate and address in the remaining of this paper.
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Additionally, Fact 4 has implications for the measurement of technology. A common prac-

tice in studies of technology across firms is to reduce the technology of a firm/establishment

to a single technology (e.g., the presence of a specific technology, or the intensity with which

a specific technology is used). The large variation across the technology sophistication of

the business functions of a establishment implies that relying on information on one (or a

few technologies) will provide a very imprecise measure of the technology in the establish-

ment/firm. We directly explore this issue in section 5.2.

WVar across establishments

We start unpacking the within-establishment variance in technology by exploring two ques-

tions. First, how much does the within-establishment variance in technology measures

vary across firms. Second, what establishment characteristics co-vary with the within-

establishment variance in technology.

To explore these questions, we define the within-establishment variance in technology

sophistication for establishment j (WV arj) as the variance across the business functions of

establishment j of uf,j in (4). Figure 5 plots the kernel densities of WV arj across establish-

ment for both MAX and MOST , and Table 7 reports some moments of the distribution

that we summarize in Fact 5.

Fact 5.

There is large variation across establishments in their within-establishment variance

in technology measures. The ratios of the within-establishment variance in technology

between the establishments at the 90th and 10th percentiles of the distribution are 7

for MAX and 10 for MOST .

We explore the sources of within-establishment variance in technology by regressing

WV arj on establishment-level observable characteristics, Xj, and a second order polyno-

mial of average establishment sophistication. Table 8 reports the estimates of equation (5).

WVarj = αc + β1Sj + β2S 2
j + γXj + uj (5)

Fact 6.

A. There is a strong positive association between WVARj and the establishment-level

technology sophistication, for both MAX and MOST. The relationship between these

variables is concave but the peak is close to the maximum possible level of technology.

(See Table 8.)
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B. There are weak and/or insignificant associations between within-establishment vari-

ance in technology and establishment size, age, number of business functions in the

establishment, export, multi-national, and multi-establishment status. (See Table 8.)

The insignificance of the number of business functions covered in the establishment by

FAT in (5) provides reassurance about the signal to noise ratio of Sf,j as if noise was an

important driver of the cross-function variation in technology sophistication, we should find

a strong negative coefficient.

The fact that, conditional on Sj, establishment size is also insignificantly associated with

WV arj reveals a limited role of heterogeneity in the marginal costs of technological sophis-

tication for within-establishment variance in technology. Specifically, as the marginal cost of

technology sophistication in capital- and knowledge-intensive functions tends to be dispro-

portionately higher for small establishments, if cross-function heterogeneity in the marginal

costs of technological sophistication was an important driver of within-establishment vari-

ance we would expect a negative coefficient of size in (5). The findings in Part B of Fact 6

hinge on the inclusion of Sj in specification (5). However, there are various motivations to

controlling for Sj. Suppose, for example the following model for Sf,j

Sf,j = αf + Sj + vf,j (6)

, where vf,j is the deviation in sophistication in function f from the average establishment

sophistication. In this case, the definition of within-establishment variance in technology

sophistication implies that WV arj = V ar(vf,j). There is an upper bound for the variance of

vf,j which is MAXV ar((vf,j) = (Sj − 1) ∗ (5− Sj) = 6Sj − S2
j − 5. This quadratic function

of the average sophistication in the establishment Sj peaks at Sj = 3.

The estimates in Table 8 confirm the quadratic nature of the relation between WV arj

and Sj but they imply a peak variance attained at significantly higher levels of establishment

sophistication (3.6 for MAX and 4.1 for MOST). This discrepancy suggests that the cross-

establishment relationship between WV arj and Sj may be due to other mechanisms different

than the mechanical association induced by the functional form of MAXV ar. We explore

one such alternative next.

The technology curve

Suppose that establishments choose the technological sophistication of a business function

according to the following rule:

Sf,j = αf + εf ∗ Sj + vf,j. (7)
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Expression (7) is a generalization of (6), where the parameter εf captures how much a

establishment loads in business function f as it increases the average sophistication, Sj.

Since εf is indexed by f , the expansion paths/rays defined by 7 can have different slopes

across functions. Consequently, the rule in (7) generates a greater within-establishment

variance in technology sophistication as an establishment implements a higher Sj.

We study graphically whether technology sophistication choices in our data are consistent

with expression (7) by collapsing establishments into deciles of the distributions of MOSTj

and MAXj, respectively. For each decile and business function, we calculate the average

value of MOSTf,j or MAXf,j. Figure 6 plots, the average value of MOSTf,j (vertical axis)

against the average of MOSTj (horizontal axis) for each decile of MOSTj. For example, in

the top left panel of Figure 6 we observe that the average sophistication level in “payments”

for establishments in the bottom decile of the distribution of average sophistication is 1.7,

while the average sophistication for these establishments is 1.1. We name the expansion ray

for a given business function the technology curve.37

The top panel plots the technology curves for the seven GBFs, while the other four panels

plot the technology curves for the sector-specific business functions in each of the four sectors

with more establishments in sample (crops-agriculture, food processing, apparel, and retail

and wholesale).38

Figure 6 reveal interesting patterns. Not surprisingly, technology curves are upward

sloping. That is, as we move to higher deciles in the distribution of average establishment

sophistication, the sophistication in any given business function tends to increase. However,

what is remarkable is that the slope of the technology curves varies a lot across business

functions. For example, among the GBFs, the most technology-elastic (i.e., largest slope)

functions are business administration and planning, while the least technology-elastic is sales.

SSBFs also display heterogeneity in the slope of technology curves. The most technology-

elastic functions in each sector are irrigation in agriculture, design and finishing in apparel,

packaging in food processing, and advertising and inventory in retail and wholesale. Finally,

these patterns are quite similar in technology curves based on MOSTj and MAXj although

the dispersion in slopes across business functions is smaller for MAX.

Fact 7.

There are large, statistical-significant differences in the slope of technology curves

across business functions.

37See Appendix C for the plot of the technology curves using MAX instead of MOST as the measure of
technology sophistication.

38These are sectors for which the survey was stratified in all countries. In grey we plot 95% confidence
bands.
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Fact 7 confirms that rule (7) provides a good characterization of technology choices

across functions. It also raises two questions. The first is whether differences in the slopes

of technology curves are due to differences across functions in the nature of the technologies

in the grid or to the nature of the function. We explore this question in the next section

with the help of our model. Fact 7 also prompts the question of whether technology curves

are stable across countries. To investigate this, we classify establishments in three groups

based on the income of their country.39 Then, for each function and decile of MOSTj, we

compute the average of MOSTf,j across the establishments in each country group. This

yields three technology curves per business function. Figure 7 plots them for four specific

business function (business administration, payments, irrigation and packing in agriculture).

Visual inspection suggests that, in each of the four functions, the technology curves in the

three country groups line up quite closely. To quantify the significance of the role of cross-

country differences vs. cross-function differences in technology curves, we conduct a variance

decomposition and find that 88% of the variance in the (country grouping-level) technology

curves is due to the variance in technology curves across functions, with the remaining

variance due to the cross-country grouping differences in technology curves.40 This finding

motivates Fact 8.

Fact 8.

Technology curves are remarkably stable across countries.

Next, we build a model of technology choice within establishments to micro found the

technology curves.

4 A Model of technology use across business functions

We develop a model of technology sophistication across business functions that helps us

account for the within-establishment variance in technology and provides a micro-foundation

for the technology curves. The model also provides a framework to study how the vector of

technology sophistication levels across the business functions of a establishment aggregate

into an establishment-level index that represents the technological component of TFP: the

TechFP index. In the next section, we present and implement a strategy to estimate the

TechFP of each establishment.

39Korea, Poland and Brazil are high income, Vietnam, India, and Ghana middle and Bangladesh, Kenya,
Senegal and Burkina Faso low-income.

40See Appendix y for details.
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4.1 Optimal technology sophistication across business functions

Establishment j selects the sophistication of technology in each business function f , sf,j,

to maximize profits net of adoption costs.41 The levels of technology sophistication across

business functions are linked to profits through an index that reflects the overall technology

of the establishment, aj, and that we call the technological factor productivity (TechFP) of

the establishment. One can think of technological productivity as the component of TFP

determined by the technology choices of the firm, and it is implicitly defined by the following

non-homothetic constant elasticity of substitution (nh-CES) aggregator:42

Nf∑
f=1

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
sf,j = 1 (8)

where σ ∈ (0, 1) is the elasticity of substitution between sophistication across business

functions, Ωf > 0 (with
∑Nf

f=1 Ωf = 1) and εf (> 0) affect the importance of business function

f for the technology index. To better understand their role, we rearrange (8) as follows

eaj =


Nf∑
f=1

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

(εf−(1−σ))aj
σ

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω̃f (aj)

e
σ−1
σ
sf,j


σ
σ−1

. (9)

The weight of a business function in TechFP, ω̃f (aj), has one fixed component, Ωf , and

one that varies with the level of TechFP. If εf > (1 − σ) the weight of function f increases

with TechFP, while if εf < (1 − σ) it decreases. If εf = 1 − σ,∀f , then the weights of the

business functions in TechFP are constant and (9) becomes the standard homothetic CES

aggregator.

Gross profits, Πj(aj), are increasing and concave in aj. The cost for establishment j

with characteristics X of implementing technology sophistication sf,j in business function f

is given by the convex function Cf (sf,j) = CjCf,Xe
sf,j , where Cj is a establishment-specific

component, and Cf,X is a function-specific component that can potentially vary across groups

of establishments based on their characteristics X. Given this set up, the technology choice

41In a clear abuse of notation, we denote the technology sophistication choice of establishment j in function
f by sf,j . So far, we have used the capital letter version Sf,j to denote a generic measure of technology
sophistication we construct from FAT which could be either MAXf,j or MOSTf,j . When bringing the model
to the data in the next section, we will assume that the data counterpart of sf,j is (MAXf, j+MOSTf,j)/2.

42In Appendix B.3 we introduce a version of this aggregator that incorporates business function-specific
technical change (i.e. the productivity embodied in more sophisticated technologies differs across busi-
ness functions). We derive the optimal adoption choices and discuss the implications this has for within-
establishment variance in technology sophistication, the estimation of the slopes of technology curves and
TechFP.
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problem of establishment j is:

Max{aj ,{sf,j}}Πj(aj)−
∑
f∈ℵ

Cf (sf,j) s.t. (8) (10)

Proposition 1

A. The technology sophistication in business function f by establishment j is given by the

following expression:

sf,j = σln(Π′j(aj)) +

∝∂aj/∂sf,j︷ ︸︸ ︷
σln

(
1− σ
σ

)
+ ln (Ωf ) + εfaj − σln(εj/σ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

∝∂Πj/∂sf,j

− σ(ln(Cj) + ln(Cf,X))︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝∂Cf/∂sf,j

(11)

where

εj/σ ≡
∑
f

εf
σ
ωf,j =

[(
σ

1− σ

)∑
f

εf
σ

(
Ωfe

εfaj

(
Cf,XCj
Π′j(aj)

)1−σ
)]1/σ

(12)

with ωf,j ≡
(

Ω
1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
sf,j .

B. The technological factor productivity of establishment j is implicitly defined by the follow-

ing expression:
Nf∑
f=1

Ωfe
εfaj

(
Cf,XCjεj
Π′j(aj)σ

)1−σ (
1− σ
σ

)σ
= 1. (13)

Part A of Proposition 1 establishes the factors that influence the optimal level of tech-

nology sophistication implemented by an establishment in a business function. sf,j in-

creases with factors that affect positively the marginal benefit of sophistication and de-

creases with factors that increase the marginal cost of technology sophistication. With the

non-homothetic formulation (9), the marginal benefit of sf,j increases with the importance

of the function for TechFP which is reflected in εf ∗ aj.
We can express the optimal technology choice (11) as

sf,j = κj + κf + εf ∗ aj − σln(Cf,X). (14)

Optimal technology sophistication depends on function-specific factors, κf , establishment-

specific factors, κj, factors that are specific to the function and the class of establishment,

ln(Cf,X), and the interaction between εf and aj. Expression (14) is very similar to the
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heuristic specification for the technology curves in (??), with the key differences being the

inclusion of the marginal cost term −σln(Cf,X), and that the technology curve is a function

of aj instead of Sj. This latter difference arises because, according to our model, the slope

of the technology curve reflects how the technological importance of the function varies with

the technological sophistication of a establishment measured by aj. Variation in the slopes of

technology curves results from differences across functions in how their importance changes

with aj.

Of course, aj is an endogenous variable. Part B of Proposition 1 provides an expression

for aj in terms of the fundamentals of the model. Corollary 1 shows how these fundamentals

affect the establishment’s technological productivity using a first order approximation around

the productivity of a establishment with average costs and marginal profits.43

Corollary 1 The TechFP index of establishment j, aj, to a first order, can be expressed

as follows

aj ' a+ αΠln(Π′j/Π
′)−

∑
f

αCf ln(Cf,X/Cf )− αC ln(Cj/Cj) (15)

where αΠ,
{
αCf
}Nf
f=1

, and αC are positive constants.

Corollary 1 implies that the technological productivity of an establishment is increasing in

the marginal profit, and decreasing with the establishment- and function-specific components

of the marginal costs of adopting more sophisticated technologies.

4.2 Drivers of within-establishment variance

Expression (14) implies that the residual in sophistication after removing establishment and

function effects is uf,j = εf ∗ aj − σ ∗ ln(Cf,X).

Proposition 2

The within-establishment variance in technology implied by our model is given by:

WV arj = V ar(uf,j) = a2
jV ar(εf ) + σ2V ar(ln(Cf,X))− σajCov(εf , ln(Cf,X)) (16)

Heterogeneity in εf causes the marginal benefit of sophistication to grow at different rates

across functions as establishments try to reach higher levels of aj. This induces dispersion in

technology sophistication reflected in the first term in expression (16). Additionally, cross-

function heterogeneity in the non-separable component of the marginal cost of adoption

(Cf,X) also leads establishments to implement different sophistication levels across functions

43See Appendix B.2.
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as captured by the second term in equation (16). Finally, the third term in (16) results from

the potential covariance between these two forces.

Before proceeding to estimate the model, the Facts uncovered so far shed some light

on the relative importance of these sources of within-establishment variance in technology

sophistication. The variance of the marginal costs of adoption across functions is likely to be

decreasing with establishment size as smaller establishments to suffer from limited technical

capacity and access to finance and those limitations will amplify the cross-function variation

in the marginal costs of sophistication between the functions that are capital/knowledge-

intensive and those that are not intensive in capital/knowledge. The fact that we do not see

an association in Table 8 between within-establishment variance in sophistication and size

(Fact 6B) suggests that heterogeneity in adoption costs is not the main driver of within-

establishment variance in technology. Conversely, the strong association between WVAR

and average sophistication in the establishment (Fact 6A) as well as the heterogeneity in the

slopes of the technology curves (Fact 7) is consistent with the presence of non-homotheticities

in TechFP which imply that it is optimal for establishments to increase the difference in tech-

nology sophistication across business functions as they implement higher levels of TechFP.

5 Estimation of technology curves and technological

productivity

We take advantage of the model’ structure and the FAT dataset to obtain estimates of the

slope of technology curves for each business function and the technological factor productivity

of each establishment. In contrast with measures of TFP, our estimates of TechFP rely

only on direct information of the technologies used by an establishment. By combining the

estimates of the slopes of technology curves and TechFP we will be able to explore the

sources of variation in technology sophistication across business functions.

5.1 Estimation strategy

The starting point of our estimation is the optimal technology sophistication levels selected

by an establishment as stated in part A of Proposition 1. Equation (11) implies the following

econometric specification:

sf,j = κj + κf + εf ∗ aj + βf ∗Xj + uf,j (17)

where κj and κf are establishment and function effects, Xj is a vector of relevant estab-
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lishment characteristics that affect the differential marginal cost of sophistication in business

function f , εf is the technology elasticity of function f , aj is the technological productivity

of establishment j and uf,j is classical measurement error.

Specification (17) is a linear mixed model, which is a class of models that have both fixed

and random effects.44 The estimation of (17) delivers both estimates of the slopes of the

technology curves, εf , and the technological productivity of each establishment, aj.

To estimate (17), we follow a two-step approach similar to how Aguiar and Bils (2015)

simultaneously estimate the slopes of Engel curves and household expenditure from the

consumer expenditure survey (CEX). First, we estimate εf replacing aj by a proxy aj which

is an affine transformation of aj plus classical measurement error:

sf,j = κj + κf + εf ∗ aj + βf ∗Xj + vf,j (18)

Under this assumption, the OLS estimates ε̂f are unbiased estimates of εf (up to a con-

stant scaling factor). In a second step, we use the values of ε̂f to estimate the establishment-

level technological factor productivity, aj, by estimating the mixed model

sf,j = κj + κf + ε̂f ∗ aj + βf ∗Xj + wf,j (19)

where κj and aj are (potentially correlated) random establishment effects, and wf,j is

classical measurement error. The random slope (âj) is an unbiased estimate of aj, up to

a scaling constant.45 Furthermore, because the constant scaling factors of the estimates âj

and ε̂f are inversely related, the contribution of the technology curve to within-establishment

variance is equal to the variance of âj ∗ ε̂f relative to the variance of sf,j − κj − κf .
Our proxy of aj, aj, is based on the first-order approximation of establishment techno-

logical productivity (aj), implicitly defined by (8), around the productivity of an average

establishment that implements the average technology sophistication level in each business

function. As shown in the appendix, aj can be expressed as the following linear function of

average establishment sophistication and within-establishment dispersion in sophistication:

aj ' α0 +
1− σ
ε

(
sj + ϕ

√
WVARj

)
(20)

where ϕ is a constant, ε is the average of εf , and WVARj is the within-establishment

44See for example Searle, Casella and McCulloch (1992), McCulloch, Searle and Neuhaus (2008).
45In addition, we obtain estimates of the random intercept (κ̂j) and the variance covariance matrix

between the random intercept and slopes. The post-estimation commands use this variance covariance
matrix to compute the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) of âj which shrinks the estimate to adjust for
measurement error (Robinson, 1991).
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variance of establishment j.46 Accordingly, we set aj = sj + ϕ ∗
√
WVARj. That is, the

average of technology sophistication in the establishment plus a constant (to be estimated)

times the within-establishment dispersion in technology. We assume that the log of the num-

ber of employees proxies for the establishment characteristics Xj that influence differentially

the marginal cost of sophistication across functions.

5.2 Analysis of Estimates

We implement this estimation procedure on the FAT dataset using as counterpart to sf,j the

average of MAX and MOST in each establishment and business function (i.e., (MAXf,j +

MOSTf,j)/2). The procedure yields estimates of the slopes of technology curves for each

business function, ε̂f , and of the TechFP for each establishment, âj. Table C.12 and Table 9a

report the estimates ε̂f and summary statistics of their distribution. Figure 8 and Table 9b

present the histogram and summary statistics of the distribution of âj across establishments.

For comparison purposes, Table 9c reports summary statistics of the (log) value added per

worker across establishments.47

Consistent with the visual assessment made in Fact 7, Table C.12 and Table 9a show that

there is a large dispersion in ε̂f across functions. For example, the ratio of the estimates

of the technology elasticity in business administration and payments (the two GBFs with

highest and lowest estimates) is 3.5. If we order all the business functions by their technology

elasticity, the ratio of the estimates of the business functions in the 90th to the 10th percentiles

is 4.32.

There is also a large dispersion in TechFP across establishments. The standard deviation

of âj represents 45% of the dispersion in value added per worker. The distribution of TechFP

is more skewed than the distribution of labor productivity and both roughly have no excess

kurtosis (i.e., kurtosis is around 3).

Fit of the technology curve

We use the estimates of (19) to study the sources of within-establishment variance in technol-

ogy sophistication. Table 10 reports the variance of each of the components of sf,j in (17) as

well as the within-establishment variance in technology sophistication. The variance of the

establishment effects (κj) represents only 4.3% of the variance of technology sophistication

net of function effects (V ar(sf,j − κ̂f )). The component that reflects the function-specific

46Specifically, ε =
∑Nf

f=1 ωfεf with ωf =
(
ξ

1
σ

f e
εf a

σ

)
e
σ−1
σ sf . ϕ =

√
V ar(ωf ) ∗

∑Nj
f=1 Corr(ωf , sf,j)/Nj .

47We exclude the top and bottom 1% of establishments in the distribution of value added per worker as
we consider them as outliers.
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marginal costs of sophistication (V ar(β̂f ∗ Xj)) represents 6% of the within-establishment

variance (V ar(sf,j− α̂j− α̂f )). With the estimates ε̂f and âj we compute the level of techno-

logical sophistication predicted by the technology curves (ε̂f ∗ âj). The next Fact compares

its variance to the within-establishment variance in technology sophistication.48

Fact 9.

The technology curves account for 43% of the within-establishment variance in tech-

nology sophistication.

It is quite remarkable that a simple linear representation such as the technology curve can

accounts for such a significant fraction of the variance on technology sophistication, given

the magnitude of the variation in technology sophistication across the business functions of

an establishment (Fact 4). Next, we discuss the interpretation of our estimates.

5.3 Discussion

What drives the heterogeneity in the slopes of technology curves? Is it variation in εf across

functions as implied by the model we have developed in section 4 or is it due to differences

across functions in the technologies that form the grid?

We explore these questions in two different ways. We first focus on functions that are

relevant in multiple sectors and allow the slopes of the technology curves to vary across

sectors. Table C.13, in the appendix, reports the estimates of ε̂f,s for each of the seven

general business functions in each of the 13 2-digit sectors (the 11 sectors with SSBFs, plus

other manufacturing and other services), and for fabrication in the six manufacturing sectors.

Table 11 reports, for each general business function, the difference between the highest and

lowest estimates of ε̂f,s across the 2-digit sectors. Fact 10 reports our key finding.

Fact 10.

In all the business functions that are relevant across multiple sectors, we find significant

differences across sectors in the estimates of εf,s.

The difference between the highest and lowest estimates of εf,s across sectors range from

1.1 for business administration to 0.18 for fabrication, with an average difference for the

general business functions of 0.78. This magnitude is comparable with the difference between

48Note that we do not attribute any part of the covariance between the technology curve and residual
technology sophistication to the technology curve. In this respect our statistic of the contribution of the
technology curve is quite conservative.
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the highest and lowest estimates of εf across the general business functions in the baseline

reported in Table C.12 where εf is restricted to be the same across sectors.

Fact 10 sheds light on the origin of the variation in the slopes of technology curves. Since

for each business function relevant in multiple sectors the technologies in the grid are kept

constant, the cross-sector variation in ε̂f,s can only reflect sectoral differences in how the

importance of the function changes with aj.

Complementarily, we can understand the sources of variation in the slopes of technology

curves by explicitly introducing business function-specific technological change in the the

model developed in section 4.49 In particular, consider the following implicit aggregator of

the establishment technology choices across functions, sf,j

Nf∑
f=1

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
γf sf,j = 1 (21)

where γf is the rate of technical change in function f . Without lost of generality, we

assume that the average of γf across business functions is 1, but it can differ across func-

tions to reflect cross-function differences in the productivity embodied in more sophisticated

technologies.

The optimal technology choices of the establishment, after making a first order approxi-

mation around γf = 1, can be expressed as

sf,j ' κ̃f + (κ̃j + εfaj − σln(Cf,X)) (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)) . (22)

The main difference between (22) and (11) is that now there is an interaction between

the establishment random effect (κ̃j) and function-specific factors, in particular, the rate

of technological progress (γf ). This interaction affects the estimate of the slope of the

technology curve, ρ̂f that now is given by

ρ̂f = εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))− Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ) (γf − 1) . (23)

As in the baseline model, the first term of (23) reflects the fact that optimal technology use

dictates establishments that want to attain a greater TechFP to choose disproportionately

higher sophistication levels in business functions with greater εf . But now, due to the

interaction between κ̃j and γf in (22) and the positive covariance between a and κ̃j, ρ̂f has

a second term that reflects that establishments with higher κ̃j want to use relatively less

sophisticated technologies in functions with faster technological progress (γf ). As a result

49See Appendix B.3 for the derivations.
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the estimated slope of the technology curve is lower than in the baseline in functions with

γf > 1 and higher in functions with γf < 1.

Which of these two mechanisms in (23) is driving the variation in the estimated slopes of

technology curves across functions? Consider business administration and payments, with

the slope in the technology curve of the former being 3.5 times larger than the slope of the

later. Is that difference due to the fact that, in establishments with higher TechFP, the

sophistication of technologies in business administration is more important than the sophis-

tication of payment technologies(i.e. higher εf )? Or is it because the productivity embodied

in more sophisticated technologies in payments is greater than in more sophisticated tech-

nologies in business administration (i.e., lower γf )? In this case, it seems to us clear that

the steeper slope of the technology curve for business administration reflects its higher εf

rather than a lower γf , as the productivity embodied in payments is clearly smaller than in

business administration.50

More generally, two observations from our estimates limit the magnitude of the second

term in (23). First, the fact that the variance of κ̂j is small (Table 10).51 Second, the fact

that the point estimates of the slopes of the technology curves (ρ̂f ) for all functions are

positive.52. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the heterogeneity in the slopes

of technology curves is largely driven by cross-function variation in εf as predicted by our

baseline model.

The estimate of TechFP in establishment j is âj = Cov(ρ̂fDj, sf,j)/V ar(ρ̂f ) where Dj is

a dummy for establishment j. In the extended model, âj is equal to:

âj = aj ∗ (ω1 + ω3) +
κ̃j

Cov(aj, κ̃j)
∗ (ω2 + ω3), (24)

where ω1 =
V ar(εf (1−(1−σ)(γf−1)))

V ar(ρ̂f )
, ω2 =

Cov(aj ,κ̃j)
2(1−σ)2V ar(γf )

V ar(ρ̂f )
, and ω3 = 1− ω1 − ω2.53

There are two differences between (B.32) and the estimates of TechFP in the baseline

model. First, there is an attenuation bias reflected in the coefficient (ω1 + ω3) for aj smaller

than 1 which originates from the fact that the covariance between ρ̂f and εf ∗aj is lower than

50In general, it is not easy to rank functions by γf . Most functions in the grid start with relatively manual
processes and transition to more digital technologies as we move to more sophisticated technologies in the
grid.

51We formalize this argument in Part A of Proposition 3, below.
52See Table C.12.
53With ω1 > 0 and ω2 > 0 and

V ar(ρ̂f ) = V ar(εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))) + (Cov(aj , κ̃j) (1− σ))
2
V ar(γf ) (25)

−Cov(aj , κ̃j) (1− σ)Cov(γf , εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))). (26)
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in the baseline because of the second term in (23). Second, there is a second term that reflects

the covariance between ρ̂f and (γf − 1) ∗ κ̃j. As a result of the second term, the estimate

of TechFP does not reflect only aj but also the establishment random effect κ̂j. Proposition

3 states sufficient conditions for the variance of âj to be equal to the cross-establishment

variance of actual TechFP.

Proposition 3 As V ar(κ̃j) tends to 0,

A. V ar(ρ̂f ) tends to V ar(εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)) ,

B. E(âj|aj) tends to aj,

C. V ar(ρ̂f ∗ âj) tends to V ar(εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1) ∗ aj).

Proposition 3 shows that, as the variance of the establishment effects, κ̃j, becomes small,

the slopes of the technology curves reflect only the increase in technology sophistication, sf,j,

associated with an increase in establishment-level TechFP, aj. Given that, the estimate of

TechFP is unbiased and the variance of âj converges to the variance of aj. Finally, the within-

establishment variance in technology sophistication explained by the estimated technology

curves is equal to the variance in sophistication induced by TechFP.54

Table 6 and Table 9b shows that the estimated variance of κ̃j is 15 times smaller than the

variance of âj, and therefore, the condition in Proposition 3 roughly holds. This implies that

the heterogeneity in the slopes of technology curves is largely driven by variation in εf , and

that the estimates of TechFP do largely reflect the technological index of the establishment.

6 TechFP

The estimates of TechFP allow us to investigate three important question. First, how much

do we miss by proxying TechFP by traditional measures of technology. Second, what es-

tablishment characteristics are correlated with TechFP. Third, what fraction of the cross-

establishment dispersion in productivity can be accounted for by TechFP.

6.1 TechFP and other technology measures

We compare TechFP with various measures of technology at the establishment, Tj, that

differ in their comprehesiveness and detail in terms of the number of technologies, whether

they reflect just the presence of technology or incorporate information on the intensity of

use, and whether they connect the technologies to the business functions where they are

54Trivially, the same results hold if V ar(γf ) tends to 0, as this brings us back to the baseline model.
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used. To explore how much of the cross-establishment variation in TechFP is captured by

each of these measures, we estimate the following specification

âj = α0 + α1 ∗ Tj + uj. (27)

Our first technology measure reflects the standard approach of measuring establishment

technology by the presence/absence of some general purpose technologies. We replicate this

approach by constructing a binary measure that is equal to 1 if the establishment has com-

puters, access to electricity and internet, and zero otherwise. Then we move to study the

relationship between TechFP and sophistication measures in specific business functions, busi-

ness administration and payments. Finally, we study which dimensions of our comprehensive

information on technology sophistication are more relevant to explain the cross-establishment

variation in TechFP, MOSTj vs MAXj, average technology sophistication vs. dispersion in

sophistication across business functions, technology sophistication in general vs. sector-

specific business functions. Table 11 reports the estimates, and Fact 11 summarizes our key

findings.

Fact 11.

A. Measures of the presence of general technologies in the establishment such as com-

puters, internet or electricity explain a small part ( 30%) of the cross-establishment

variance in TechFP.

B. The cross-establishment variance of TechFP accounted for the variance in measures

of technology sophistication in one business function differs very much across business

functions.

C. Statistics that reflect the first and second moments of technology sophistication across

all the business functions of the establishment jointly account for between 73% and

82% of the cross-establishment variance in TechFP.

D. MOST is more relevant than MAX for the cross-establishment variance in TechFP,

while average technology sophistication measures are more relevant than within-establishment

dispersion in technology sophistication.

E. The technological sophistication of general business functions accounts for a larger

share of the cross-establishment variance in TechFP than the sophistication of sector-

specific business functions.

F. However, the relevance of sophistication in sector-specific vs. general business func-

tions for TechFP varies across broad sectors. Sector-specific technologies are most
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relevant in agriculture, while general business functions are most relevant in services

and manufacturing.

Fact 11 shows the relevance of using comprehensive technological measures to accurately

reflect the technological landscape of a establishment. Additionally, parts B and E show the

importance of connecting technology to the business functions where they are used as the

relevance of technology sophistication for TechFP varies across functions, and to not restrict

attention to just a few business functions. Part C highlights the importance of going beyond

first or second moments as the aggregators that produce TechFP measures from the vector

of function-level technology sophistications are very non-linear. Finally, part F shows shows

that there are important differences in the relevance of business functions across sectors.55

6.2 TechFP and establishment characteristics

We next explore the association between technological factor productivity and firm charac-

teristics by running the following regression:

âj = αs + αc + β ∗Xj + uj (28)

where αc and αs are country and sector dummies and the vector of establishment charac-

teristics, Xj, includes the fraction of workers with college education, the Bloom and Van

Reenen index of management practices, the multi-establishment, exporter and multinational

status, and age categories. Table 13 reports the estimates for both estimates of technological

productivity.

Fact 12.

Technological factor productivity is positively associated with the share of workers

with college education, the index of good management practices, exporting, multi-

establishment and multi-national status. TechFP is insignificantly associated with

establishment age.

6.3 Technology and Productivity

We conclude our exploration by studying the cross-establishment association between labor

productivity and our estimates of technological factor productivity.

55This is consistent with variation in the slopes of technology curves we find across sectors in business
functions that are relevant in different sectors (e.g., fabrication, or packaging). See Table C.12.
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To this end we estimate versions of the following productivity regression:

yj = αs + αc + β ∗ kj + ρ ∗ hj + γ ∗ âj + θ ∗Xj + uj (29)

where the dependent variable is the log of nominal value added per worker56, kj is the log

of the book value of capital per worker, hj is the percentage of workers in the establishment

with a college degree, αs, and αc are sector and country dummies, âj is the TechFP of

establishment j, Xj is a vector of additional controls, and uj is classical measurement error.

Table 14 reports the estimates. In column 1 we only include sector and country fixed effects,

and physical and human capital. Column 2 adds TechFP. Column 3 excludes the country

effects. Column 4 the relationship between TechFP and establishment productivity to differ

across 1-digit sectors, and Column 5 introduces other potential drivers of labor productivity

such as the management score and the computer-internet-electricity dummy.57

Fact 13.

A. There is a strong association between productivity and TechFP across establishments.

B. The association is strongest in agricultural establishments and weakest for those in

services.

C. The association is robust to controlling for measures of physical capital, human capital

and management practices in the establishment.

We use the estimates from equation (29) to assess the fraction of the cross-establishment

variance in productivity that can be accounted by TechFP. 58 Fact 14 reports our findings.

Fact 14.

A. TechFP accounts for 15% of the dispersion in productivity between establishments

at the 10th and 90th percentiles in the distribution of productivity. As a way of

comparison, management practices account for 5%.

56Nominal value added are sales minus the costs of materials.
57In regressions reported in the online appendix we have also controlled for other characteristics such as

the exporter, multi-national and multi-establishment status. The estimates are robust to these additional
controls.

58We first compute the residual productivity for all firms by regressing productivity on the country and
sector dummies, and the measures of physical and human capital, and then computing the residual. We do
the same for TechFP and the management practices scores. For each of these three residuals, we calculate the
gap between the 10th and 90th percentiles. We then multiply the coefficients of TechFP and management
in column 5 of Table 14 times the 10-90 gaps in the residuals for each variable and divide that by the
residual of labor productivity. The resulting number is the percentage of the cross-establishment dispersion
in productivity account for by TechFP and management practices, respectively. We conduct a similar exercise
using column 6 to assess the contributions of TechFP to the dispersion in productivity by one-digit sector.
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B. There are differences across sectors in the contribution of TechFP to establishment

productivity. In agricultural establishments it accounts for 30% of the dispersion in

productivity, in manufacturing for 21% and in services for 13%.

Fact 14 shows that TechFP is an important driver of cross-establishment variation in

productivity. Interestingly, we find that TechFP is most relevant for establishments that

operate in agriculture, and least for establishments in the service sector.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we have taken a deep dive into technology. Our exploration involves several

distinct layers. First, we have created a new, comprehensive dataset that thoroughly char-

acterizes the technology used by establishments in each of the key business functions. Key

to the assembly of the FAT dataset is the construction of the grid that specifies the key

functions for an establishment based on its sector and the range of technologies that can be

used to complete the tasks associated to each business function.

Second, we have studied the technologies used by an establishment in a business function

by constructing measures of the sophistication (relative to the frontier) of some key tech-

nologies employed by the establishment: the technology it uses most widely in the function

and the most sophisticated among the technologies it uses in the function.

Third, we have studied the dispersion in technology sophistication across the business

functions of an establishment. A key discovery is that there is larger variance in technology

sophistication within an establishment than across establishments. Additionally, the within-

establishment variance of technology sophistication is strongly positively associated with

the average sophistication of technologies in the establishment, while other establishments

characteristics such as size or age are uncorrelated with the variance across business functions

of an establishment.

Fourth, we have developed a model to better understand the drivers of technology adop-

tion across business functions. The model allows for both heterogeneity in the marginal

value and marginal costs of implementing more sophisticated technologies to affect tech-

nology choices. Additionally, the model introduces the concept of technological factor pro-

ductivity, which is an index that aggregates all the technologies used by the establishment

across functions and that is a sufficient statistic of the relationship between technology and

productivity at the establishment level.

The model predicts the existence of a parsimonious cross-establishment relation between

the sophistication of technology in a business function and the technological factor pro-

ductivity of the establishment. We have named this relation the technology curve. Fifth,
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exploiting the heterogeneity across functions in the slope of technology curves, we have de-

veloped an structural estimation strategy that allows us to identify the technological factor

productivity using information of the technology choices of each establishment across its

business functions.

Sixth, we have analyzed the estimates of technological factor productivity across estab-

lishments and documented its relation to various moments of the distribution of technology

sophistication measures in the establishment as well as to establishment characteristics.

Seventh, we have studied the relationship between value added per worker and technolog-

ical factor productivity across establishments, and have shown that variation in technological

factor productivity accounts for 15% of the cross-establishment variance in value added per

worker observed in the data, but this share is as high as 31% in agricultural establishments.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Distribution of MOST and MAX at the business function and establishment level

Note: Densities are computed using business function and establishment weights.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Distribution of Wvar across establishments
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 6: The Technology Curve, MOSTf,j vs. MOSTj by Deciles
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(a) Business Administration (b) Payments

(c) Packing (d) Irrigation

Figure 7: Technology curves for three country groupings based on per capita income
Note: Each panel plots the technology curves for one business function. In each panel there are three
curves that correspond to high- medium and low-income country groups. The shaded area represent the
90% confidence interval for each curve.
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Figure 8: Distribution of âj
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Tables

Table 1: Number of establishments in the sample, by sector and size groups

Total Agricult. Manufact. Services Small Medium Large

Bangladesh 903 903 361 232 310
Brazil (Ceará)* 711 72 387 252 205 322 184
Burkina Faso 600 80 140 380 335 187 78
Ghana 1,262 85 275 902 774 382 106
India** 1,519 791 728 629 598 292
Kenya 1,305 155 335 815 499 421 385
Korea 1,551 129 652 770 656 569 326
Poland 1,500 90 607 803 779 394 327
Senegal 1,786 204 679 903 1,219 395 172
Vietnam 1,499 110 806 583 774 426 299

Total 12,636 925 5,575 6,136 6,231 3,926 2,479

Note: * Brazil refers to state of Ceará; **States of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh in India. The survey
does not cover agriculture in Bangladesh and India, nor services in Bangladesh. Table A.2 provides the
total number of firms in the universe covered by the survey, by country, sector, and size groups.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics

All Small (5-19) Medium (5-19) Large (100+)
N Mean p50 N Mean N Mean N Mean

Total # of employees 11124 98.13 20 5451 9.82 3531 41.05 2142 416.96
% of workers with college 11208 22.79 10 5474 20.83 3521 24.92 2213 24.23
Management practice (z-score) 12626 0.10 0.35 6225 -0.09 3925 0.17 2476 0.47
Log value added per worker 8258 10.01 9.96 3915 9.80 2671 10.09 1672 10.37

Share Share Share Share

Multi-establishment 21.3% 13.6% 23.5% 36.9%
Multinational 11.5% 7.3% 13.0% 19.8%
Exporter 21.3% 10.7% 21.1% 48.5%
Age groups:
1-5 years 14.0% 17.8% 12.4% 7.1%
6-10 years 20.2% 23.2% 18.7% 15.2%
11-15 years 18.7% 20.5% 17.0% 16.7%
16+ years 47.1% 38.5% 51.9% 61.0%
Has electricity, computer and internet 76.0% 64.1% 84.0% 94.4%
Sector:
Agriculture 5.5% 5.2% 5.6% 6.0%
Livestock 1.8% 1.9% 1.9% 1.6%
Food Processing 10.2% 9.0% 11.1% 11.7%
Apparel 8.9% 8.2% 8.1% 11.9%
Motor vehicles 3.2% 1.9% 3.9% 5.2%
Pharmaceuticals 3.3% 1.7% 3.9% 6.4%
Wholesale or retail 15.1% 19.4% 12.3% 8.7%
Financial services 4.3% 4.4% 5.0% 2.8%
Land transport 3.9% 3.4% 4.4% 4.1%
Health services 4.2% 1.7% 5.8% 7.7%
Leather 4.3% 3.9% 4.1% 5.6%
Other Manufact. 14.3% 15.7% 12.9% 13.3%
Other Services 21.2% 23.8% 21.0% 15.0%

Table 3: Descriptive statistics of technology sophistication at the business function and
establishment level

Mean SD p10 p50 p90 Skewness Kurtosis

MOSTfj 1.77 1.02 1.00 1.67 3.67 1.47 4.56
MAXfj 2.39 1.28 1.00 2.00 4.33 0.59 2.17
MOSTj 1.79 0.61 1.10 1.71 2.64 0.92 3.67
MAXj 2.41 0.82 1.43 2.28 3.58 0.61 2.86

Note: Statistics are computed using establishment and function/establishment weights for establishment-
level and function/establishment-level measures. pX denotes the Xth percentile and SD standard devi-
ation.
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Table 4: Technology sophistication and establishment characteristics

(1) (2)
VARIABLES MOSTj MAXj

Medium 0.21*** 0.35***
(0.01) (0.01)

Large 0.51*** 0.80***
(0.02) (0.02)

Age 6 to 10 0.02 -0.02
(0.01) (0.02)

Age 11 to 15 0.05*** 0.01
(0.01) (0.02)

Age 16+ 0.04*** 0.01
(0.01) (0.02)

Multi-establishment 0.14*** 0.37***
(0.01) (0.02)

Foreign owned 0.18*** 0.36***
(0.02) (0.03)

Exporter 0.20*** 0.33***
(0.01) (0.02)

Observations 12,408 12,408
R-squared 0.45 0.41

Note: Observations are weighted by establishment weights. Regressions include country and one-digit
sector dummies. Medium and Large are dummies that correspond to establishments with 20-99 employees
and 100+ employees, respectively. Multi-establishment, Foreign owned, and Exporter are dummies that
reflect whether the establishment is part of a multi-establishment firm, belongs to a multi-national, and
exports, respectively.
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Table 5: Technology sophistication across countries

MOST MAX
lnGDP All Agr Mfg Svc All Agr Mfg Svc

Korea 10.65 2.32 2.62 2.26 2.34 2.63 2.90 2.58 2.66
Poland 10.38 2.17 2.44 2.19 2.17 2.76 2.84 2.77 2.79
Brazil 9.59 2.33 2.43 2.11 2.40 2.96 2.90 2.78 3.04
Vietnam 8.92 1.95 2.07 1.83 2.00 2.60 2.61 2.44 2.67
India 8.81 1.67 - 1.67 1.65 2.48 - 2.39 2.53
Ghana 8.58 1.66 1.87 1.57 1.68 2.52 2.28 2.25 2.64
Bangladesh 8.44 1.54 - 1.49 - 1.90 - 1.80 -
Kenya 8.35 1.56 1.87 1.62 1.56 2.39 2.34 2.42 2.43
Senegal 8.09 1.38 1.36 1.35 1.41 1.92 1.71 1.83 1.99
BurkinaFaso 7.66 1.31 1.31 1.37 1.33 1.90 1.95 1.87 1.93

Corr . 0.93 0.95 0.97 0.91 0.76 0.89 0.80 0.74
SD 0.97 0.38 0.49 0.34 0.40 0.38 0.45 0.37 0.36
Cov . 0.34 0.50 0.32 0.37 0.28 0.43 0.29 0.27

Note: Table reports coefficients of country and country-sector dummies in establishment-level regressions
of technology sophistication on establishment characteristics and dummies (see Table 4). LnGDP denotes
log of per capita income from Penn World Tables in 2019. SD denotes standard deviation of column.
Corr reports correlation of column with log per capita income. Cov denotes covariance of column and
log per capita income.

Table 6: Variance decomposition of technology sophistication

MOST MAX

Var(Sfjc) 1.05 1.64

Var(αfc) 0.31 0.42
Var(αj) 0.22 0.48
Var(ufj) 0.47 0.66

Contribution of Wvar 45% 40%

Note: Table reports variance of the components of technology sophistication in business function f of
establishment j (Xfj) in country c (Sf,j,c) as defined in equation (4). Contribution of Wvar is calculated
as the ratio of Var(ufj) over Var(Xfjc). Observations are weighted by function/establishment weights.
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Table 7: Moments of the distribution of within-establishment variation across establishments

Mean SD p10 p50 p90 Skewness Kurtosis

Wvar(MOST) 0.54 0.55 0.04 0.36 1.30 1.73 6.73
Wvar(MAX) 0.74 0.55 0.22 0.57 1.51 1.53 5.91

Note: Wvar(X) denotes the within-establishment variance of technology sophistication measure X. In
total, our sample has 12,394 observations. Mean denotes the average Wvar across establishments, SD
the standard deviation, pX the value of Wvar in the Xth percentile of the distribution.

Table 8: Wvar and establishment characteristics.

(1) (2)
VARIABLES Wvar(MOST) Wvar(MAX)

Sj 1.24*** 1.31***
(0.03) (0.03)

S2
j -0.15*** -0.18***

(0.01) (0.01)
Medium -0.02*** 0.01

(0.01) (0.01)
Large 0.01 0.10***

(0.02) (0.02)
Age 6 to 10 0.01 -0.03**

(0.01) (0.01)
Age 11 to 15 -0.01 -0.05***

(0.01) (0.01)
Age 16+ 0.02** -0.04***

(0.01) (0.01)
Multi-establishments -0.03*** -0.02**

(0.01) (0.01)
Foreign-owned -0.04** -0.02

(0.02) (0.02)
Exporters -0.02* -0.03**

(0.01) (0.01)
Number of BF 0.01*** 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
Manufacturing -0.01 0.04

(0.02) (0.03)
Services -0.00 0.01

(0.02) (0.03)

Country Fixed Effects Yes Yes
Observations 12,169 12,169
R-squared 0.49 0.33

Note: Dependent variables are the within-establishment variance of technology sophistication at the
establishment level. Technology sophistication is measured either with MAX or with MOST. Sj=MOSTj ,
MAXj denotes the average technology sophistication in establishment j. All regressions include country
and one-digit sector fixed effects. Observations are weighted by establishment weights.
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Table 9: Descriptive statistics of estimates of technology elasticity, TechFP, and log value
added per worker

(a) ε̂f

Mean SD CV p10 p90 p90/p10

ε̂f 0.82 0.40 0.49 0.31 1.34 4.32

(b) âj

Mean Median SD p10 p90 p90−p10 Skewness Kurtosis

âj 0 -0.16 0.80 -0.87 1.25 2.13 0.79 2.90

(c) (Log) Value added per worker

Median SD p10 p90 p90−p10 Skewness Kurtosis

ln(VAPW) 9.90 1.77 7.88 12.15 4.27 0.16 3.44

Note: Statistics of ε̂f are unweighted. Statistics of âj and log value added per worker are weighted
using establishment weights. Value added per worker excludes establishments at top and bottom 1% of
distribution.

Table 10: Variance decomposition of sf,j

Var(κ̂j) 0.04

Var(β̂f ∗Xj) 0.06

Var(ε̂f*âj) 0.44

Var(sf,j-κ̂f–κ̂j) 1.02

Var(sf,j-κ̂f ) 0.93

Contribution of technology curve 43%
to within-establishment variance

Note: Estimates from specification (17) using the two-step approach described in the text. Observations
are weighted by function/establishment weights. Contribution of the technology curve to WVAR is
computed as the ratio of the third to the fourth line times 100.
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Table 11: Technology elasticities across sectors and functions

Business Function Max-Min across sectors Baseline
Business Administration 1.10 1.25
Production Planning 0.67 1.18
Sourcing 0.44 0.85
Marketing 0.74 0.71
Sales 0.98 0.5
Payment 1.03 0.36
Quality Control 0.48 0.8

Average (Max-Min) across GBFs 0.78

Fabrication 0.18
Max-Min across functions 0.89

Note: Max-Min across sectors reports the gap between the highest and lowest estimate of εf,s across
sectors for each business function f . Fabrication reports the difference between the highest and lowest
estimates of the technology elasticities of fabrication across the six manufacturing sectors where it is
relevant. Baseline reports the estimates of εf in the baseline specification (17) where the technology
elasticities of each GBF are restricted to be the same across sectors. Max-Min across functions reports
the difference between the highest and lowest estimates in the second column.
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Table 12: TechFP and other technology measures

âj
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Computer/Electricity/Internet 0.941***
(0.020)

Sophistication in Business Administration 0.515***
(0.007)

Sophistication in Payments 0.297***
(0.020)

sj 0.978***
(0.016)√

WVARj 0.171***
(0.040)

MOSTj 0.646***
(0.021)

MAXj 0.421***
(0.012)

sSSBF,j 0.033**
(0.015)

sGBF,j 0.994***
(0.011)

sSSBF,j*Agriculture 0.379***
(0.042)

sSSBF,j*Manufacturing -0.012
(0.024)

sSSBF,j*Services 0.046**
(0.021)

sGBF,j*Agriculture 0.458***
(0.050)

sGBF,j*Manufacturing 0.963***
(0.020)

sGBF,j*Services 1.023***
(0.014)

No SSBFs -0.243*** -0.475***
(0.039) (0.048)

Observations 10,812 10,833 10,986 11,114 11,114 10,958 10,958
R-squared 0.297 0.691 0.075 0.736 0.739 0.814 0.818
Sector FE No No No No No Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Estimates of specification (27). Dependent variable is TechFP in the establishment (âj). Inde-
pendent variables are listed in the first column. Computer/Electricity/Internet is a binary variable that
takes value of 1 if the establishment has these three technologies and 0 otherwise. Sophistication in
Business Administration and in Payments are the sophistication levels (sf,j) in these functions, where
sf,j = 1/2∗(MOSTf,j +MAXf , j); sj is the average of sf,j across all the business functions of the estab-
lishment; sSSBF,j (sGBF,j) is the average of sf,j across all the sector-specific (general) business functions
of the establishment; Agriculture, Manufacturing and Services are dummies that take the value of 1 if
the establishment belongs to that 1-digit sector. No SSBFs is a dummy that is 1 if the establishment
belongs to a sector where FAT does not record any information on the technologies used in sector-specific
functions.
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Table 13: Technological productivity and firm characteristics

VARIABLES âj

hj 0.005***
(0.000)

Management 0.171***
(0.015)

Multi-establishment 0.292***
(0.035)

Multinational 0.215***
(0.040)

Exporter 0.251***
(0.031)

6 to 10 years -0.009
(0.032)

11 to 15 years 0.006
(0.033)

16+ years 0.014*
(0.033)

Observations 10,320
R-squared 0.485
Country; sector FE YES
Robust standard errors in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Estimates from equation 28. Hj is the share of college workers in the establishment;
management is the z-score following Bloom and Van Reenen (2007).
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Table 14: Productivity and technology

Value added per worker
VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

kj 0.304*** 0.287*** -0.032*** 0.286*** 0.283***
(0.023) (0.022) (0.009) (0.022) (0.022)

hj 0.005*** 0.003*** 0.015*** 0.003*** 0.003**
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

âj 0.306*** 0.475*** 0.260***
(0.042) (0.041) (0.046)

âj*Agriculture 0.790***
(0.160)

âj*Manufacturing 0.364***
(0.049)

âj*Services 0.268***
(0.053)

Management 0.087***
(0.031)

Computer 0.108
(0.067)

Observations 6,839 6,839 6,839 6,839 6,812
R-squared 0.483 0.495 0.214 0.496 0.498
Country FE Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Sector FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Note: Estimates from equation 29. kj refers to the log of book value of capital per worker; hj is the share
of college workers in the establishment; Computer is a dummy variable that takes the value of one if the
establishment has access to computer, electricity, and internet; Management is the z-score following ?.
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A The FAT survey and section 2 results

This section provides more details on the Firm-level Adoption of Technologies (FAT) survey

and its implementation. We start with a description of the grid of technologies in FAT. Then

we describe the sampling frameworks used and the construction of sampling weights. We

finalize describing all the tests conducted to minimize potential biases, including validation

exercises ex post implemented with with external data sources.

A.1 The survey

The FAT survey is a multi-country, multi-sector, representative firm-level survey. It collects

information on the technologies used by firms in specific business functions that encompass

the key activities that each firm conducts. Compared to existing firm-level surveys, the FAT

survey covers a significantly larger number of technologies and business functions (Table A.1),

and a wider range of sectors; for example, it covers agriculture distinguishing between crops

and livestock.

Table A.1: Coverage of Firm-Level Technology Surveys

# of # of Includes Firms
Surveys Technologies Business Functions in Agriculture

Firm-level Adoption of Technology Survey 287 59 Yes
Survey of Advanced Technology (SAT) 57 3 No
Community Survey on ICT Usage and E-Commerce in Enterprises 9 0 No
Information & Communication Technology Survey (ICTS) 4 0 No
Annual Business Survey (ABS) 2019 5 0 No

Note: The Number of technologies and business functions are computed by authors.

The FAT survey addresses important knowledge gaps compared to other surveys mea-

suring technology at firm-level surveys. For starters, the number of technologies covered is

rather limited when compared to how many technologies are involved in production pro-

cesses. Second, their focus on the presence of advanced technologies makes impossible to

understand how production takes place in companies without such advanced technologies.

This concern is most relevant in developing countries where advanced technologies have dif-

fused less. Third, since their unit of analysis is the firm, existing studies are not designed to

study what business functions benefit from each technology. This drawback is particularly

problematic for general technologies that can be relevant for multiple business functions. Fi-

nally, existing surveys largely omit questions about how intensively a technology is employed

in the firm, and therefore, they do not reveal whether a technology that is present is widely

utilized or just marginally.

Specifically, the FAT survey comprises five sections:
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• Module A– Collects general information about the characteristics of the establishment;

such as sector, multi-establishment and ownership.

• Module B – Covers the technologies used in eight generic business functions.

• Module C – Covers the use of technologies for functions that are specific to each of ten

industry and services sectors

• Module D – Includes questions about the drivers and barriers for technology adoption.

• Module E – Collects information on employment, balance sheet and performance, which

allow us to compute labor productivity and other measures at the company level.

A.1.1 The Grid. Business functions and relevant technologies

We construct a technology grid that identifies the main business functions and the key

technologies used to carry out the tasks of each business function. To design modules B and

C, the survey draws upon the knowledge of experts in production and technology in various

fields and sectors. These experts provided their knowledge on: i) what are the key general

and sector-specific business functions, ii) what are the different technologies used to conduct

the main tasks in each function, and iii) how are the different technologies related, both in

terms of their sophistication and the degree of substitutability between them.

First, we started with a desk research revising the specialized literature identifying busi-

ness functions and technologies across the value chain.59 Second, for each sector, as well as

for the general business functions, we hold meetings with private sector specialists at the

World Bank Group to validate the initial findings and start to define the key business func-

tions and technologies. Third, we hold meetings with Lead and Senior Economists across the

World Bank Group, including the International Finance Corporation (IFC), from different

fields of specialization and wide experience with sectoral projects in several countries (e.g.

agriculture, manufacturing, retail, transport, health, etc.). Fourth, we hold meetings and

validation exercises with external senior consultants, with wide experience on the field (e.g.

at least 15 years), including experience with firms in developing countries as well as advanced

economies.

The source of external senior consultants in the last layer of quality control varied across

sector. For agriculture and livestock, the validation exercise was conducted with agricultural

engineers and researchers from Embrapa, an agricultural research institution from Brazil.

For food processing, wearing apparel, pharmaceutical, transport, and retail, as well as for

59This process involved the revision of peer-review journals and reports from international organizations
and industry associations.
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the general business functions, the team hired external consultants through a large manage-

ment consultant organization. For automotive sector, the team has hired a senior consultant

directly. For health, the team invited directly five physicians with different field of special-

izations and practical experience in hospitals in clinics in the United States and low income

countries in Saharan Africa.

The validation exercise with sector specialists were organized as follows. First, the team

would explain the purpose of the project, present the initial findings, and share a draft with

identified business functions and technologies associated with them. The sector specialists

would have between one and two weeks to reflect on the material to validate them or propose a

new combination of business functions and technologies associated with them. After receiving

the revised material, a second meeting with sector specialists would be organized with the

FAT survey team to discuss the proposal and converge towards an updated combination of

business’s functions and technologies.

In what follows we describe the grids for both types of business functions.

A.1.2 General Business Functions

Figure 1 shows the 7 general business functions in FAT and the possible technologies used

to conduct them. The business functions identified are: administration (HR processes,

finance,..), production planning, Procurement and supply chain management, marketing

and product development, sales, payment methods, and quality control. These are business

functions that in addition to be central in the functioning of the firm, are also retained

in some capacity (or some tasks) within the firm, and where there are some known and

off-the-shelf technologies, often ICT technologies, that can be adopted to implement the

tasks needed in these business functions. For example, for administrative processes, these

range from handwritten processes (the least sophisticated) to the use of enterprise resource

planning which are software that allow for real time, integrated management of the main

business processes. With the help of management consultants, we identify the technologies

feasible for each business function and develop similar rankings of sophistication based on

the consultants understanding of the number of tasks and complexity that the technologies

can handle.

One important characteristic of the grid is that the sophistication rankings are not fully

hierarchical for all business functions. In the case of sales, for example, firms can use various

modes, and while online sales are more sophisticated technologies that on the phone on email,

there is no clear sophistication ranking between sales on the company’s website or using online

platforms; both are complementary. A similar example occurs with payment methods, where

firms may use a variety of them, often depending on the existence of payments systems in
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the country.

1. Administra�on
(HR processes,

Finance,
Accoun�ng)

Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) or

equivalent so�ware
integrated with other
back office func�ons

Handwri�en
processes

Computers with
standard so�ware

(e.g. Excel)

Mobile Apps or
Digital pla�orms

Computers with
specialized installed

so�ware

2. Produc�on or
service opera�ons

Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) or

equivalent so�ware
integrated with other
back office func�ons

Handwri�en
processes

Computers with
standard so�ware

Mobile Apps or
digital pla�orms

Specialized so�ware
for demand planning,

demand forecast

3. Sourcing,
Procurement, and

Supply Chain
Management

Supplier Rela�on
Management (SRM)

integrated with
produc�on planning

Manual search of
suppliers, without

centralized database

Management of
suppliers in

computers with
standard sofware

Online social media,
specialized apps or

digital pla�orms

Supplier Rela�on
Management (SRM)
not integrated with
produc�on planning

4. Marke�ng and
Product

Development

Big data analy�cs  /
Ar�ficial Intelligence

Face-to-face chat

Online chat (e.g.
WhatsApp or

Internet)

Structured costumer
surveys

Costumer
Rela�onship

Management (CRM)
so�ware

5. Sales

Online sales (e-
commerce) using its

own website

Direct sales at the
establishment

Direct sales by phone
or e-mail

Sales though social
media pla�orms or

apps

Online sales using
external digital
pla�orms (e.g.
Amazon, eBay,

Alibaba)

Electronic orders
integrated to

specialized supply
chain management

systems

6. Payment
methods

Online or electronic
payment

Exchange of goods

Cash

Cheque, voucher, or
bankwire

Prepaid, credit, or
debit card

Online through
pla�orm

Virtual or
cryptocurrency

7. Quality control

Manual, visual, or
wri�en processes

Human Inspec�on
with the support of

computers or phones

Sta�s�cal process
control with so�ware
monitoring and data

management

Automated systems
for inspec�on such

as laser-based,
sensor-based, voice-

control

Figure A.1: General Business Functions and Their Technologies

A key advantage of the grid structure is that it allows to accommodate the use of more

than one technology by business function. The survey questionnaire is implemented so

respondents are asked about the use of each of the technologies in the grid. In addition, for

those technologies selected in each business function, the respondent is asked to identify the

one that is more intensively used in implementing the tasks of the business function; and

when using one of the most advanced technologies also the year of adoption. This allows to

uncover new facts about technology adoption and use, by allowing to build new measures

of technology sophistication at the business function level based on extensive measures, the

most sophisticated technology, and intensive measures, the technology used more intensively;

and also calculate diffusion lags for several advanced technologies from firm level data.

A.1.3 Sector Specific Business Functions

For the sector-specific technologies, a similar approach was used to identify key business

functions and associated technologies in 12 sectors of activity across agriculture, manufac-

turing, and services (including agriculture-crops; livestock; food processing; wearing apparel;

leather and footwear; automotive; pharmaceutical; wholesale and retail; transportation; fi-

nancial services; health services; accommodation). One business function, fabrication, was

also included for all manufacturing sectors. The identification of key business functions and
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the frontier in each sector required a significant interaction with several sector specialists.

These functions tend to be associated with sector-specific production processes.

Here, we present all sector specific business functions and associated technologies covered

by the FAT survey in the first and second phase of data collection. These figures comple-

ment the information provided in section 2, particularly Figures 1 and 2, which describe

the functions and associated technologies for GBFs and food processing, among SSBFs. The

complementary information is provided for all SSBFs (Agriculture - Crops (Figure A.2), Live-

stock (Figure A.3), Food Processing (Figure A.4), Wearing Apparel (Figure A.5), Leather

and Footwear (Figure A.6), Automotive (Figure A.7), Pharmaceutical (Figure A.8), Whole-

sale and Retail (Figure A.9), Transportation (Figure A.10), Financial Services (Figure A.11),

Health Services (Figure A.12), and Other Manufacturing (Figure A.13)). 60

60As the survey is rolled out in other countries, the number of additional sectors included in the survey
is also increasing.
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1. Land
prepara�on

Precision Agriculture
- digital tools

Manual

Animal Aided
Instruments

Mechanized
Agriculture

Automated
Agriculture

2. Irriga�on

Sprinkler or center
pivot

Rain-fed

Manual irriga�on

Surface Flood
Irriga�on by Gravity

Irriga�on by Small
Pump

Precision Agriculture
- digital tools, drones

3. Weeding and
pest management

Biological methods

Manual applica�on
of organic herbicide

Manual applica�on
of chemical herbicide

Mechanical
applica�on of organic

herbicide

Mechanical
applica�on of

chemical herbicide

Fully-automated
Variable Rate

Applica�on (VRA)

Drone Applica�on in
combina�on with
remote sensing

4. Harves�ng

Mechanized
combined harvester
supported by digital

technologies

Manual

Animal aided
instruments

Human-operated
machines

Mechanized
combined harvester

5. Storage

Constant monitoring
of products

Product par�ally or
totally exposed

Protected, but not
controlled

temperature

Cold or dry
controlled

environment

Controlled
atmosphere

6. Packaging

Manual packing in
bags, crates, or boxes

Human-operated
mechanical

equipment for
packing in bags,
crates, or boxes

Automated packing
directly linked to the
harves�ng, training,
pruning, or picking

process

Automated
Agriculture

Figure A.2: Sector Specific Business Functions and Technologies in Agriculture - Crops
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1. Breeding and
gene�cs

Breed subs�tu�on

Inbreeding or
Crossbreeding

Ar�ficial
insemina�on (AI)

Molecular gene�cs

2. Nutri�on

Supplementary feed
to grazing pastures:

hay, silage, grains
feed

Household waster or
fibrous crop residues

Natural grasslands

Integrated crop-
livestock systems:

crop-pasture

Forage crops

Manufacturing or
mixing of feed

Gene�cally-modified
feed

3. Animal
healthcare

Disease medica�on

Rapid diagnos�c
tests

Pest sprays

Vaccines (Live-
a�enuated,

inac�vated or
subunit vaccines)

DNA or RNA-based
vaccine

4. Herd
Management and

Monitoring

Unmanned aerial
vehicles (drones)

Human monitoring

Animal-aided
monitoring

Feedlots or grazing
system

Automated cameras
and video

Analog tracking
devices a�ached to

animals

Digital tracking
device a�ached to

animal

5. Transport

Manual transport

Non-motorized
vehicles

Motorized vehicles

Specialized/Climate-
controlled vehicles

Figure A.3: Agriculture - Livestock: Business Functions and Technologies

1. Input tes�ng

Sensory systems
(visual, smell, color,

etc.)

Review of supplier
tes�ng on Cer�ficate

of Analysis

Non-computer-
controlled tes�ng

kits

Computer tes�ng
such as

chromatography or
spectroscopy

2.
Mixing/blending/ 

cooking 

Manual process

Mechanical
equipment requiring

human force to
operate

Power equipment
requiring rou�ne

human interac�on

Power equipment
controlled by
computers or
robo�cs, with

minimal human
interac�on

3. An�-bacterial 

Minimal-processing
preserva�on

methods

An�-bacterial wash
or soaking

Thermal Processing
Technologies

Other advanced
methods such as

High-pressure
processing (HPP) and
Pulsed electric field

(PEF)

4. Packaging 

Manual packing in
bags, bo�les or

boxes

Human operated
mechanical

equipment for
packaging in bags,
bo�les or boxes

Automated process
with minimal human

interac�on

Fully Automated with
Robo�cs

5. Food storage 

Minimal protec�on,
some exposure to
outside elements

Ambient condi�ons
in closed building

Some climate control
in secured building

Fully automated
climate and security-
controlled building

Figure A.4: Food Processing: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Design

Manual design and
hand drawing

Digital or semi-digital
design using

specialized 2D
drawing so�ware

Computer Aided
Design (CAD), 3D

design, virtual
prototyping

2. Cu�ng

Automa�c or
Computerized cu�ng

machine (Laser)

Manual cu�ng

Cu�ng machine
manually operated

Semi-automa�c
cu�ng machine

(straight knife, round
knife, die cu�ng

machine)

Automa�c or
Computerized cu�ng

machine (no Laser:
water jet, knife,

other)

3. Sewing

3D Kni�ng

Manual sewing

Sewing machine
manually operated

Semi-automated
sewing machines

Automated sewing
machines

4. Ironing

High tech pressing
machine

Basic manual ironing 

Electric high-
pressure steam iron

Tunnel finisher

Form finishing
machine

Figure A.5: Wearing Apparel: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Design

Manual design and
hand drawing

Digital or semi-digital
design using

specialized 2D
drawing so�ware

Computer Aided
Design (CAD), 3D

design, virtual
prototyping

2. Cu�ng

Automa�c or
Computerized cu�ng

machine (Laser)

Manual cu�ng

Cu�ng machine
manually operated

Semi-automa�c
cu�ng machine

(straight knife, round
knife, die cu�ng

machine)

Automa�c or
Computerized cu�ng

machine (no Laser:
water jet, knife,

other)

3. Sewing

3D Kni�ng

Manual sewing

Sewing machine
manually operated

Semi-automated
sewing machines

Automated sewing
machines

4. Ironing

High tech pressing
machine

Basic manual ironing 

Electric high-
pressure steam iron

Tunnel finisher

Form finishing
machine

Figure A.6: Leather and Footwear: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Assembly

Robot(s) without
sensing

Machine controlled
by operators

Flexible
Manufacturing Cells

(FMC) or Flexible
Manufacturing
Systems (FMS)

Lasers

Computer
numerically

controlled (CNC)
machinery

4-9 axis computer
numerically
controlled

2. Body pressing

Pressing of
skin panels

using
operators

Pressing of
skin panels

using
robo�cs

Pressing of
structural

components
using

robo�cs

Welding of
main body

using
robo�cs

Pressing of
structural

components
using

operators

Welding of
main body

using
operators

3. Pain�ng

Water-
based

pain�ng
using

operators

Water-
based

pain�ng
using

robo�cs

Solvent-
based

pain�ng
using

robo�cs

Solvent-
based

pain�ng
using

operators

4. Plas�c Injec�on Molding

Molding of
non-visible

interior
plas�c

components
using

operators

Molding of
non-visible

interior
plas�c

components
using

robo�cs

Molding of
plas�c

exterior
body parts

using
robo�cs

Molding of
plas�c

exterior
body parts

using
operators

5. Produc�ve Assets
Management

Breakdown
maintenance system

Preventa�ve or
predic�ve

maintenance system

Model Based
Condi�on Monitoring

Figure A.7: Automotive: Business Functions and Technologies

1. Facili�es

Unfiltered air in
filling space

Basic air filtra�on

HEPA air filtra�on

Ultra HEPA air,
pressuriza�on

control

2. Raw Material
Weighing &
Dispensing

Beam Scales

Analog Scales

Electronic Scales

Automated Weighing
Systems

3. Mixing &
Compounding

Automated
Compounding

Manual Mixing

Planetary Mixers
OR

Homogenizers

High Speed, High
Shear Granulators

Fluid Bed Processors
(not with syrups)

4. Compression,
Encapsula�on (not for
syrups or dry powders)

Manual
Compression,

Encapsula�on with
dosing dies

Motorized
Compression,
Encapsula�on

Automated
Compression,
Encapsula�on

Integrated
Compression,
Encapsula�on

5. Quality Control

Manual, �trimetric/ 
chromatographic

analyses

Electronic
chromatography

Electronic
chromatography with

data acquisi�on

6. Packaging

Manual filling of pills
in bo�les 

OR
placement of syrups,
powders in bo�les or

pouches

For pills: Slat
Counters, Co�oners,

Cappers, Labelers
OR

machine filling of
syrups, powders in
bo�les or pouches

Automated,
Integrated Packaging

Lines

Figure A.8: Pharmaceutical: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Customer
Service

Chatbots

At the Store

Call Help Desk

Social Media (e.g.
Facebook,

WhatsApp, or
similar)

Online requests

2. Pricing

Personalized pricing
driven by predic�ve

analy�cs

Manual Cost

Automated markup

Automated
promo�onal

Dynamic pricing
systems

3. Merchandising

Manually selec�ng
products

Category
Management tools

Retail Merchandising
Systems or Digital

Merchandising

Product trend
analy�cs

4. Inventory

Automated Storage
and Retrieval System

Handwri�en record
keeping

Computer databases
with manual updates

Warehouse
Management System

& bar codes

Automated inventory
control (CAO) or
Vendor managed

inventory or Radio-
frequency

iden�fica�on

5. Adver�sement

Search Engine
Marke�ng

Paper based
communica�on

Radio, Billboards, TV

Email or mobile
phone

Social Media (e.g.
YouTube, Facebook,
Twi�er, Instagram)

Big Data or Ar�ficial
Intelligence

Figure A.9: Wholesale and Retail: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Transporta�on
Planning 

Handwri�en
informa�on to create

loan plans

Informa�on collected
by electronic file

share (e.g. Email or
FAX)

Batch informa�on
collected by so�ware

installed ERP to
create ERP generated

load plans

Real �me
informa�on by online

so�ware interface
with ERP to create

load plans

2. Transporta�on
Plan Execu�on 

Manual process with
the support of fax,

text, or phone calls.

Informa�on
exchanged via web-

based
communica�on

protocol (e.g. Email
or WhatsApp)

Specialized so�ware
interface via

Internet, including
GPS, dynamic rou�ng
(weather, traffic), E-

log, driver status and
safety, load
monitoring

File exchange
between ERP

integrated
applica�ons and

delivery equipment

3. Transporta�on
Monitoring

File exchange
between ERP

integrated
applica�ons and

delivery equipment
so�ware applica�ons

Event driven at
predetermined check

points of load
transac�ons

Event driven at
predetermined

intervals with the
support of digital

pla�orms or mobile
apps

Paper
documenta�on

exchange on daily,
weekly or monthly

intervals

Informa�on collected
by so�ware installed
on the transporta�on

equipment

4. Transporta�on
Performance

Measurement

File exchange
between ERP

integrated
applica�ons and

delivery equipment
so�ware applica�ons

Manually monitored
and reported

Non-specialized
so�ware, MS

Applica�ons: Excel,
Word, PowerPoint,

etc.

Computer or apps
with specialized
transporta�on

repor�ng
applica�ons by
service and cost

performance metrics

Specialized so�ware
installed on the
transporta�on

equipment (e.g. GPS,
E-log - Driver status,

load monitoring)

5. Fleet Asset
Management/ 
Maintenance 

All manual paper
driven system

Informa�on collected
by electronic file and
shared through Email

or FAX

Batch informa�on
collected by so�ware

installed on
transporta�on

equipment - ETM
(engine monitoring)

Real �me
informa�on by online

so�ware interface
with ERP to manage,

document, and
report fleet asset

status

Figure A.10: Land Transportation: Business Functions and Technologies
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1. Customer
services

Mobile Banking

Teller (Face-to-Face)

ATM machines

Email or mobile
phone

Mobile applica�on of
the company

2. Client
iden�fica�on

Biometric iden�ty
verifica�on

Teller with
documenta�on

Online passwords

Online passwords
and token devices

Digital authen�ca�on
provided by

specialized firms

Blockchain

3. Loan
applica�ons

Paper based
applica�ons

Mobile/Phone
applica�on

Channel partners,
Loan officer, paper

based

Internet applica�ons
or mobile apps

4. Approval
process

Analysts based on
paper applica�ons

Analysts based on
digital informa�on

Automated decision
mechanisms

Ar�ficial Intelligence
or Big Data Analy�cs

5. Opera�onal
support

Wri�ng records from
employees

Digital accoun�ng

Digital Network

Figure A.11: Financial Services: Business Functions and Technologies

1. Scheduling
appointments 

Personal visit and
paper

Phone call, SMS, e-
mail

Specialized so�ware
or mobile app for

appointment without
automated
reminders

Specialized so�ware
or mobile app for
appointment with

automated
reminders and
confirma�on

2. Management of
pa�ent records 

Manual/Paper
process

Digital Informa�on
System

Electronic Health
Records with

specialized so�ware

Cloud-based
Electronic Health

Records (EHR)

3. Medica�on
management 

Handwri�en
monitoring

administra�on of
medicine

Barcode
iden�fica�on for

medicine
administra�on to

pa�ents

4. Diagnos�c and
treatment of

sepsis 

Treatment with
an�bio�cs

Resuscita�on,
mechanical

ven�la�on, glucose
control, and renal

control

5. Childbirth 

Cesarean Sec�on

High-risk labor

6. Trauma 

Trac�on (closed
fracture)

Open Treatment of
Fracture

7. Myocardial
infarc�on 

Defibrilla�on

Coronary
Angiography or

Mul�vessel coronary
revasculariza�on

Figure A.12: Health Services: Business Functions and Technologies
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Fabrica�on
technology and

automa�on

Addi�ve
manufacturing
including rapid

prototyping and 3D
printers

Manual processes

Machines controlled
by operators

Machines controlled
by computers

Robots

Other advanced
manufacturing

processes (e.g. laser,
plasma spu�ering,

high speed machine,
E-beam,

micromachining)

Figure A.13: Other Manufacturing: Business Functions and Technologies
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For sector-specific business functions, digital technologies tend to be embedded in other

technologies that are usually at the frontier. This is a common feature, particularly in

agriculture and manufacturing, and has important implications in terms of the costs of

adoption and the importance of network effects. For example, among methods commonly

used by agricultural firms to perform harvesting, the most basic option is to harvest manually,

followed by animal-aided instruments, human-operated machines, or a single tractor with one

specific function (such as a single-axle tractor), a combined harvester (machines or tractors

that combine multiple functions fully operated by the worker), and combined harvester using

the support of digital technologies (such as global positioning systems [GPS] or computing

systems integrated with the tractor). Unlike GBFs, the application of digital technologies

for harvesting requires other sophisticated equipment or machines.

In addition to the possibility of computing different measures of technology sophistication

for sector specific business functions, an important feature of the sector specific grid is the

fact that it includes screening questions that allow for the fact that not all the business

functions are carried out within the establishment. In other words, not all entries in the grid

need to be implemented at the establishment or at the firm. While the tasks of most general

business functions related to management and organization are usually carried out within

the boundaries of the firm - either in the same establishment or in another establishment of

the firm if multi establishment - some sector specific business functions can be carried out

in another establishment within the same firm (insourcing), or they can be (outsourced) to

a different firm. Our approach is, therefore, rooted in a view of the firm similar to Coase

(1937), where firms are agents coordinating and implementing some tasks. The advantage

of this approach is twofold. In addition to the fact that this approach allows a better

identification of technology and its use described above, it allows to study critical questions

such as the organization of the firm and tasks (Williamson, 1979), and more importantly

the relationship between organizational modes, transaction costs and technological choice

(Williamson, 1988).

After finalizing the FAT questionnaire, we pre-piloted it in Brazil and Senegal. We

personally conducted the face-to-face interviews, in collaboration with enumerators and su-

pervisors trained to conduct data collection with firms from different sectors and size groups.

In the pre-pilot stage, we tested if the business functions and technologies covered by the

questionnaire were comprehensive and clearly understood by respondents, through detailed

discussions and follow up questions with representative of firms, which led us to make the

necessary adjustments to the survey. For example, we experimented with survey designs

that asked about the fraction of time/output/processes that were conducted with each of

the technologies in the business function. We decided against using this approach to reflect
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the intensity of use of technologies because it was harder for respondents to answer precisely,

and as a result led to a more subjective interpretation, which made the comparability of

answers across business functions and companies harder to interpret.

A.1.4 Barriers and Drivers

In addition to the information on the technologies used by firms, the survey also collects

information on potential drivers of and barriers to technology adoption. First, the surveys

asks whether the firm acquired new machines, equipment, and software in the last three

years, and in the case of machine whether leased, new or secondhand. the survey also asks

questions on links to larger firms and multinationals, either via value chain links as supplier

or buyer, or via the CEO previous experience working in a MNE or a large firm.

The survey also asks questions about access to finance and trade status. The first ques-

tion is about having secured a loan in the previous three years for purchasing equipment,

machinery or software. On more general access to finance, the survey asks how many times

the establishment needed to borrow money to expand production but could not get it.On

trading status, the survey asks whether the firm is an importer and exporter, and if an

exporter, what is the share of sales that is exported.

A key complementary factor for technology adoption is the quality of management. The

survey pays special attention to management by collecting information on the top manager’s

background and on management practices. Specifically, FAT asks about the level of educa-

tion attainment of the top manager in the establishment, whether she has studied abroad,

and whether she has experience in multinationals. In addition, the survey contains four ques-

tions about management practices. These include four questions from MOPS (Bloom et al.,

2016) on the number of KPIs, the frequency with which they are monitored, the horizon of

production targets and a question on the use of formal incentives. Though the information

we collect on management practices is more restricted than the sixteen questions in MOPS,

we have used information from the Mexico ENAPROCE survey and show that the index

that emerges from the small number of variables collected is highly correlated with the full

MOPS index and it captures a large fraction of the cross-firm variance in the quality of

management practices.61

To investigate also the potential role of policy, the survey asks questions about awareness

about public programs to support technology upgrading and whether the firm is a beneficiary

of a program, and if so, what type of support the firm received.

61Specifically, we use data from Mexico ENAPROCE survey and calculate the correlation between a
management quality index with the 4 questions in FAT and the overall index using all questions of MOPS
that are in ENAPROCE. The correlations are 0.74 for 2015 survey and 0.73 for 2018; which suggests that
with less questions we are still able to capture most of the variation in management quality.
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While the approach of the survey is as much as possible to ask factual questions, it is still

important to understand the perceptions that entrepreneurs and managers have on what

are the main barriers and drivers of the decisions to adopt or not to adopt technology. To

this end, the questionnaire asks the respondent to select the most important obstacle and

driver for adoption from a closed list of options. As barriers we include, lack of information,

uncertainty, cost, finance, regulations or lack of infrastructure. As drivers, we include com-

petition, adoption by other firms, production of new products, accessing new markets, cost

reductions or adjusting to regulations. A final set of questions to gather the role of beliefs

of the main managers in technology adoption decisions try to measure over confidence.

A.1.5 Balance Sheet

In addition to the information on the technologies used by firms, the survey also collects

balance sheet information, information on the business owners, employees, and on potential

drivers of and barriers to technology adoption.

Balance sheet. The survey asks the establishment about its total sales, material inputs,

replacement value of capital stock, energy consumption, wages and employment. This allows

to construct measures of nominal value added per worker, and capital per worker.

Employment. Beyond the number of employees, the survey asks questions that provide

information on the education of the workers (share of workers with primary, secondary

and tertiary education), and about the occupation composition of the labor force (share

of Managers, Professionals, and Technicians; Clerical support workers and sales workers;

Production workers and Service workers).

A.2 Sampling frame

The sampling frames were based on the most comprehensive and latest establishment census

available from national statistical agencies or administrative business register. Table A.1

provides the main data sources used in the sample frame for each country.

The universe of study includes establishment with 5 or more employees in agriculture,

manufacturing and services. The sector classification is based on the International Standard

Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC), Rev. 4. More specifically, our

sample includes firms from the following ISIC rev 4 sectors: Agriculture (ISIC 01, from Group

A); All manufacturing sectors (Group C); Construction (Group F), Wholesale and retail

trade (Group G), Transportation and storage (Group G), Accommodation and food service

activities (Group I), Information and communication (Group J), Financial and insurance

activities (Group K), Financial services (ISIC, 64), Travel agency (ISIC 79, from group N),
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Table A.1: Sampling frame by country

Country Source Sampling frame Year

Bangladesh Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. Est. census, 2013 2019
Brazil Ministry of Labor Employer census, RAIS, 2018 2019
Burkina Faso Business Registry Business Registry 2021
Ghana Ghana Statistical Service Est. census, 2013–18 2021
India Central Statistics Office of India Est. census, 2013–17 2020
Kenya Kenya National Bureau of Statistics Est. census, 2017 2020
Korea, Rep. Statistics Korea Est. census, 2018 2021
Poland Statistics Poland Est. census, 2020 2021
Senegal National Agency for Statistics (ANSD) Est. census, 2016 2019
Vietnam General Statistics Office of Vietnam Est. census, 2018 2019

Health services (ISIC 86, from group Q), and Repair services (ISIC 95, from Group S).

Table A.2: Total number of firms in the universe covered by the survey

Country Total
Sector Firm size

Agri. Manuf. Serv. Small Medium Large

Bangladesh 15,358 - 15,358 - 4,164 3,425 7,769
Brazil (Ceará) 23,364 392 4,758 18,214 12,771 8,955 1,638
Burkina Faso 57,328 4,808 7,493 45,027 40,189 13,284 3,855
Ghana 42,165 880 10,284 31,001 30,133 10,070 1,962
India* 92,061 - 44,015 48,046 47,319 37,413 7,329
Kenya 74,255 3,680 5,407 65,168 50,584 16,676 6,995
Korea, Rep. 545,515 1520 167,466 376,529 450,264 82,403 12,848
Poland 244,983 3,021 52,340 189,622 198,107 37,799 9,077
Senegal 9,583 1,051 4,069 4,463 7,805 1,414 364
Vietnam 179,713 1,080 45,805 132,828 135,046 33,107 11,560

Total 1,284,325 16,432 356,995 910,898 976,382 244,546 63,397

Note: * Brazil refers to state of Ceará; **States of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh in India. The survey
does not cover agriculture in Bangladesh and India, nor services in Bangladesh. Table 1 provides the
distribution of the number of firms sampled in each country, by sector and firm size group.

We exclude micro-firms with fewer than 5 employees. Micro firms, particularly in devel-

oping countries, are more likely to be informal (Ulyssea, 2018), making them less likely to

be captured in the sampling frame; and this would require further adjustment in the survey

instrument and sampling design.62 This size threshold is aligned with other firm-level stan-

dardized surveys with comparability across countries. The World Bank Enterprise Survey

62In addition, establishments below this threshold often lack the organizational structure to respond to
some of the questions.
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(WBES) also uses a threshold of 5 employees. The World Management Survey (WMS) uses

a threshold of 50 employees.

We stratified the universe of establishments by firm size, sector of activity, and geographic

regions. Our sample is representative across these dimensions. In the firm size stratifica-

tion, we have three strata: small firms (5-19 employees), medium firms (20-99 employees),

and large firms (100 or more employees). Regarding sector, for all countries, we stratified

at least for agriculture (ISIC 01), food processing (ISIC 10), Wearing apparel (ISIC 14),

Retail and Wholesale (ISIC 45, 46 and 47), other manufacturing (Group C, excluding food

processing and apparel), and other Services (including all other firms, excluding retail). We

use this sector structure of the data for most of the analysis in this paper. Additional sector

stratification that were country specific included: Motor vehicles (ISIC 29); Leather (ISIC

15), Pharmaceutical (ISIC 21), and Motor vehicles (ISIC 29); and Land transport (ISIC

49), Finance (ISIC 64), and Health (ISIC 86).63 In the geographic stratification, we use

sub-national regions.

To calculate the optimal distribution of the sample, we followed a similar methodology

as described by the World Bank (2009). The sample size for each country was aligned with

the degree of stratification of the sample.

The data used in this paper corresponds to the first and second phase of the survey

implementation. The surveys were administered between June 2019 and the end of 2021

by the World Bank in partnership with public or private local agencies across ten countries:

Bangladesh, Brazil (the state of Ceará), Senegal, and Vietnam in the first phase until January

2020. In the second phase, conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic, after January 2020,

included Burkina Faso, India (the states of Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh), Ghana, Kenya,

Poland, and the Republic of Korea. The mode of data collection was face-to-face before the

pandemic and mostly on the telephone during the pandemic.

63These specific stratifications were taken into consideration when determining sampling weights.
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Table A.3: Year and mode of data collection

Country Year Mode

Bangladesh 2019 Face-to-face
Brazil 2019 Face-to-face
Burkina Faso 2021 Telephone
Ghana 2021 Telephone
India 2020 Face-to-face
Kenya 2020 Telephone
Korea, Rep. 2021 Telephone
Poland 2021 Telephone
Senegal 2019 Face-to-face
Vietnam 2019 Face-to-face

A.3 Survey Weights

We construct the sampling weights of establishments in two steps. First, we compute design

weights as reciprocals of inclusion probabilities. Then, to mitigate the risk of non-response

bias, we adjust the design weights for non-response.

We adopt a stratified one stage element sampling design and randomly select estab-

lishments with equal probabilities within strata. Therefore, the inclusion probability of

establishment k, within stratum isr (identified by industry i, size s, and region r), is:

πisr k =
nisr
Nisr

(A.1)

where nisr is the number of establishments targeted by the survey for stratum isr,

and Nisr is the number of establishments in the sampling frame for the same stratum.

Accordingly, the design weights of establishments are:

disr k =
1

πisr k
=
Nisr

nisr
(A.2)

To adjust the design weights in equation A.2 for non-response we follow a simple Response

Homogeneity Groups (RHG) approach (Särndal, Swensson and Wretman, 1992), with the

groups determined by the strata. In other words, we assume that establishment response

probabilities are the same within each stratum, but differ across different strata. Under

the RHG approach assumptions, response probabilities can be estimated using the observed

response rates within each group, and bias protection is obtained by dividing design weights

by group-level response rates.

Denoting with the estimated response probability in stratum isr, and with misr the
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number of respondent establishments in the stratum (so that misrnisr), the non-response

adjusted weights can thus be written as follows:

wisr k =
disr k

ˆθisr
=

disr k
misr/nisr

=
Nisr/nisr
misr/nisr

=
Nisr

misr

(A.3)

Note that the adjusted weights in equation A.3 are such that the distribution of our

respondent sample across strata exactly matches the distribution of establishments in the

sampling frame: ∑
k ∈Risr

wisr k = Nisr (A.4)

where Risr denotes the respondent sample for stratum isr.

Because of the different number of establishments in each country, when computing global

statistics, we re-scale weights so that all countries are equally weighted.

A.4 Measures to minimize bias and measurement error during

survey design and implementation

During the design of the survey questionnaire a number of good practices were considered

in order to minimize different types of potential biases. The literature on survey design has

identified three types of potential bias and measurement errors. These depend on whether

they originate from the non-response, the enumerator or the respondent (Collins, 2003). In

this section we describe all the steps taken in the design and implementation of the FAT

survey to minimize these errors.

Non-response bias. A critical potential bias is associated with non-response in par-

ticular questions or non-participation in the survey (Gary, 2007). When this non-response

follows a pattern that can be linked to factors correlated to the measured object, this non-

response is associated with biases. For example, if more technology sophisticated firms refuse

to participate because of fear to reveal commercial information, this would result in signif-

icant downward bias in estimating the level of technology sophistication. To minimize this

risk, we try to maximize participation in the survey and follow three steps. First, we partner

with national statistical offices and industry associations to use the most comprehensive and

updated sampling frame available, as well as their experience on data collection, which are

supported by endorsement letters from local institutions.64 Having up to date contact details

significantly improves response and minimized contact fatigue. Second, we follow a standard

64These procedures are in line with suggestions of good practice for implementation by Bloom et al.
(2016).
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protocol in which each firm is contacted several times to schedule an interview. We split the

sample in different batches, following the order of randomization within stratum, and provide

contact information of subsequent batches only after interviewers have shown evidence that

they have exhausted the number of attempts to complete the initial list. Third, we monitor

the implementation, validation of skip conditions and outliers (e.g. balance sheet informa-

tion) in real time using standard survey software, and request that any missing information

are completed through a follow up call, checked by supervisors. This minimizes risks that

enumerators skip the order of their randomly assigned list of firms.

Enumerator bias and error counts. Minimizing cognitive biases in respondents in

face to face and phone interviews starts with making sure that enumerators are able to imple-

ment the survey in a clear and consistent manner. To this end, the survey, training, and data

collection processes are largely designed to minimize enumerator biases and data collection

errors. First, to reduce the likelihood of coding errors, we use closed-ended questions, which

make coding the answers a mechanical task, eliminating the reliance on the enumerator’s

interpretation of the answer and subjective judgement to code them, as it is the case with

open-ended questions (Bloom et al., 2016). Second, to make sure that implementation is

consistent across enumerators within and between country surveys, we implement the same

standardized training in each country with enumerators, supervisors, and managers leading

the data implementation. The training is led by team members directly involved in the

elaboration of the questionnaire and implemented in local languages - English, French, Por-

tuguese and Vietnamese,65 and they include vignettes to ensure that enumerators understand

the specific technologies they are asking about. The two to three days training consists of

one general presentation about the project, covering the main motivation, relevance, cover-

age, and protocols that should be used to approach the interviewees and the review of the

full questionnaire (question by question). The training material includes pictures of each

technology mentioned in the survey both in general and sector-specific business functions,

which are shared with enumerators. After going over the full questionnaire and clarifying

any questions that emerge, the participants of the training conduct a mock interview using

CAPI, under the supervision of our team.

Third, to guarantee that translations use words that are understood by firms managers,

in each country we conduct a pre-test pilot of the questionnaire with firms out of the sample.

A pilot of the questionnaire is implemented in each country with firms out of the sample.

This allows to fine-tune questions to the local language, finalize the translation and select the

most relevant examples in each question. After the pilot, our teams have the opportunity to

discuss with the managers implementing the questionnaires and clarify any potential question

65In the case of Vietnamese, we used translation services support.
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over the implementation process.

Fourth, to attain greater quality control during the data collection process, enumera-

tors record the answers via Computer-Assisted Personal Interviews (CAPI) and Computer-

Assisted telephone Interviews (CATI) software.66 Using CAPI/CATI has clear advantages.

First, it allows the use of logical conditions and skips which prevent data inputting errors and

omitting questions, and also reduces the potential for abnormal values or non-response to

specific questions. Second, it reduces substantially the time of implementation of the survey,

increasing the quality of responses and minimizing survey fatigue. Supervisors are assigned

to review all interviews, identifying missing values and abnormal responses. In addition,

the CAPI/CATI system can identify when enumerators complete the survey too fast and

other abnormal issues that can raise concerns about the quality of the interview. Finally,

CAPI/CATI also allows for the core team to regularly monitor the data collection process

and use standard algorithms to analyze the consistency of the data at different stages of data

collection and by watches, thus providing continuous feedback and quality control.

Respondent bias. Perhaps the most important type of bias relates to cognitive biases

from respondents. These biases can be large in surveys with open ended questions or where

concepts can be largely subjective. Specifically, two broad groups of factors can trigger

response errors: cognitive, which affect the comprehension of the questions, and framing,

which may cause biased answers due to the perceived socially (un)desirability of the answers

(Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2001). We take several steps to minimize this respondent bias.

First, surveys need to be responded by the appropriate person in the firm that has all the in-

formation needed to respond. During the implementation of the screening process we ensure

that the interview is arranged with the appropriate person or persons (Bloom et al., 2016).

Senior managers (and in larger firms other managers such as plant managers) are asked to

respond to the sections that cover the technologies used, and HR managers are asked to

respond the questions on employment. Second, when possible use face-to-face interviews,

which lead to higher response rates and lower respondent bias and measurement errors than

web-based interviews.Only during the pandemic and due to existing mobility restrictions,

we implemented surveys on the phone. Third, as discussed above, the use of a closed-ended

design in the questionnaire reduces measurement error in the answers as the respondent is

questioned about specific technologies (one at a time), and only when the presence of each of

the possible technologies is established, the question about the most widely used technology

is triggered. While this increases the length of the interview, it also increases the reliability

66Randomized survey experiments with household survey has demonstrated that a large number of errors
observed in Pen-and-Paper Personal Interview (PAPI) data can be avoided in CAPI (Caeyers, Chalmers
and De Weerdt, 2012).
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of the data collected. Fourth, also as discussed above, we pre-pilot the questionnaire in each

country to ensure that questions are clear in their wording in the specific geographical and

cultural contexts, simple, and objective, so that the response does not require any subjective

judgement (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2001). Fifth, and more importantly, to avoid social

desirability bias, by which respondents may overstate the use of more sophisticated tech-

nologies, the survey avoids the words “technology” and “sophistication” and employs more

neutral terms such as “methods” and “processes”. In addition, the survey is administered so

that the respondent does not know all the possible technologies in a business functions before

asserting whether a technology is used in the firm.67 This reduces the risk that managers

are framed to bias responses to the more advanced (socially desirable) technology, since they

don’t know what they will be asked in advance. Finally, when possible, enumerators are

instructed to visually verify the information provided during the interviews. For example,

in the case of use of a sophisticated production technology that can be visually identified in

the shop floor.

A.5 Ex-post checks and validation exercises

While we apply best practices in survey design and implementation, it is important to per-

form validation checks once the data is collected. this allows us to measure the effectiveness

of all these efforts to minimize bias and measurement error. In what follows, we describe

some of these tests.

Minimizing potential non-response bias Our survey implementation was designed to

minimize non-response through the use of well-prepared agencies and institutions to adminis-

ter the survey and the presentation of adequate supporting letters to encourage participation.

Table A.4 shows response rates by country, firm size group and sector. Response rates vary

between 24% in Korea and 80% in Vietnam.

These are unweighted response rates calculated as the ratio between firms that responded

the survey and the total number of firms in the sample which we attempted to conduct the

interview. The high response rate for Vietnam is associated with the fact that the survey

was implemented by the national statistical office. In most cases, these response rates are

high relative to typical response rates in firm-level surveys, which for the U.S. are around 5

to 10 percent, and are consistent with response rates observed for WMS and MOPS (Bloom

et al., 2016).68

To minimize potential non-response bias, we adjusted the sampling weights for unit

67It also allows for “don’t know” options.
68The average response rate for the WMS is around 40 percent.The response rate for MOPS, implemented

by the United States Census Bureau, was around 80 percent.
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Table A.4: Response rates (by country)

Country Response rate
Bangladesh 30%
Brazil 39%
Burkina Faso 45%
Ghana 49%
India 37%
Kenya 77%
Korea* 24%
Poland 47%
Senegal 57%
Vietnam 80%
Average across countries 49%

non-response. The non-response adjustment was calculated at the strata level, so that the

weighted distribution of our respondent sample across strata (sector, size, region) exactly

matches the distribution of establishments in the sampling frame.

More importantly, to check the reliability of the instrument we implemented a series

of ex-post tests in the first phase of the survey, focusing on countries we implemented the

survey first. First, we study whether, in the sample of contacted firms, there are significant

differences between those that responded and those that declined participating or could

not be reached. The only information available in all firms we attempted to contact in

the three sampling frames is the number of employees. Table A.5 tests whether there are

differences in employment between the respondent and non-respondent groups, controlling

for characteristics used for stratification. We find no significant differences in firm size

between respondents and non-respondents in any of the three countries.

Second, under the premise that any systematic relationship between firm characteris-

tics and participation is continuous in their reluctance to participate in the survey, we can

learn about sample differences between respondents and non-respondents by comparing firms

across different percentiles of the distribution of the number of attempts it took for them

to respond the survey.69 For Senegal, we explore whether after controlling for observable

characteristics, there are significant differences in average technology sophistication in GBFs

between firms that required a larger number of attempts to be contacted (top quartile) and

those that did not. Table A.6 shows that there are no statistically significant differences in

technology sophistication between the two groups.

Third, we compare firms that were in the first sample list provided to enumerators and

69Behaghel et al. (2015) infer the reluctance to participate in the survey from the number of attempts
that it take for a firm to accept the request.
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Table A.5: Comparison of firm size between respondents vs non-respondents

VARIABLES Brazil Vietnam Senegal

Respondents (FAT) 2.52 52.34 -4.92
(22.19) (80.27) (6.63)

Observations 1,754 1,500 3,075
R-squared 0.129 0.172 0.237
Controls:

Sector
√ √ √

Size group
√ √ √

Region
√ √ √

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Data are from the list of firms contacted by the enumerators.
For each country, the level of employment was regressed on a dummy for respondent while controlling
for stratification such as sectors, size groups (small, medium, and large), and regions. Estimates for
Vietnam are based on the original list of 1500 firms, with 1346 respondents and 154 non-respondents.
Robust standard errors in parenthesis.

Table A.6: Comparison of technology sophistication between high and low number of at-
tempts

VARIABLES Senegal Senegal

Top quartile of attempts (4 or more) -0.021 -0.027
(0.020) (0.019)

Observations 1,753 1,666
R-squared 0.377 0.437
Controls:

Sector
√ √

Size group
√ √

Region
√ √

Age
√

Exporter
√

Foreign owned
√

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Data are from the Senegal FAT survey with information on the
number of attempts to complete interview at the firm level. Technology sophistication is regressed on a
dummy for the top quartile of the number of attempts (4 or more) with controls for the stratification
(sectors, size groups, and regions) and/or firm characteristics (age groups, exporter, and foreign owned).
Robust standard errors in parenthesis.

those in subsequent lists. Table A.7 show that there are no statistically significant differences

between the two groups.

In each of these exercises, we find no statistical difference in the number of employees,

technology sophistication, wages, and share of workers by skill and education between firms

in the group that proxies for the response sample and the group of firms that proxies for the
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Table A.7: Comparison of technology sophistication between original and replacement sam-
ple

VARIABLES Brazil Brazil Vietnam Vietnam Senegal Senegal

Original sample -0.014 -0.037 0.030 0.043 0.021 0.028
(0.048) (0.047) (0.050) (0.048) (0.018) (0.018)

Observations 638 637 1,484 1,484 1,753 1,666
R-squared 0.299 0.335 0.262 0.320 0.377 0.437
Controls:

Sector
√ √ √ √ √ √

Size group
√ √ √ √ √ √

Region
√ √ √ √ √ √

Age
√ √ √

Exporter
√ √ √

Foreign owned
√ √ √

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Data are from the Brazil, Vietnam, and Senegal FAT surveys.
For each country, technology sophistication (MOSTj) is regressed on a dummy for the original sampling
list with controls for the stratification (sectors, size groups, and regions) and/or firm characteristics (age
groups, exporter, and foreign owned). Robust standard errors in parenthesis.

non-response sample.70

Minimizing enumerator bias. To minimize the potential for enumerators to intro-

duce biases when administering the survey, we conduct in each country standard training

and piloting prior to going to the field, and we also evaluate the quality of the interviews.

Specifically, we conduct ex-post tests on the differences in sophistication in abnormal inter-

views by running regressions of firm-level sophistication on enumerator dummies and firm

controls as discussed in the text. Table A.8 shows that enumerator dummies are not signif-

icant for Brazil, Ghana, India, and Korea. For Bangladesh, Kenya, Senegal, and Vietnam,

less than 12% of enumerator dummies are statistically significant. Table A.9 compares the

average technology sophistication (MOSTj) for GBF, excluding the firms with abnormal

enumerators and in the entire sample. We find no economic or statistical difference between

mean sophistication in these countries.

Minimizing respondent bias. A critical factor to minimize respondent bias is to

identify the right respondent. The protocol for the implementation of the survey required

that the survey should be ideally answered by the top manager. About 47% of the survey

was answered by the owner or CEOs, while the other responses included factory managers,

other managers, administrative staff, and accountants. Almost 80% of the interviews were

70See Table A.5 to A.11 in Appendix A.
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Table A.8: Analysis of enumerator bias

VARIABLES Brazil Vietnam Senegal Bangladesh

Share of Significantly Different Interviewers 0 0.09 0.08 0.11

Number of Significantly Different Interviewers 0 13 2 4
Number of Interviewers 8 145 25 37

Ghana India Korea Kenya

Share of Significantly Different Interviewers 0 0 0 0.006

Number of Significantly Different Interviewers 0 0 0 9
Number of Interviewers 44 18 9 450

Note: Data from the Firm-level Adoption of Technology (FAT) surveys in Brazil, Vietnam, Senegal,
Bangladesh, Ghana, India, Korea and Kenya. Significantly different interviewers are identified from the
regressions of employment on interviewer dummies with controlling for stratification information (e.g.,
sector, size, and region). For each country, the share of significantly different interviewers is computed by
dividing the number of interviews conducted by significantly different interviewers by the total number
of interviews.

conducted through one visit in person interview with the main respondent. In circumstances

in which the main respondent did not have all the information about a general topic of the

questionnaire, especially in modules B and C, they were requested to consult with other

colleagues.

To assess the relevance of response bias, we conduct a parallel pilot in Kenya where

we re-interview 100 randomly selected firms with a short version of the questionnaire. For

those firms, we randomly select three business functions and ask about the presence of the

relevant technologies.71 Both the original and back-end interviews in the pilot are conducted

by phone by different interviewers.

Despite using phone interviews which are subject to greater measurement error than face-

to-face interviews, comparison of answers from the pilot reveals that 73% of the answers were

the same across the two interviews.72 We estimate a probit model to assess the likelihood of

consistent answers between the original and the back-check interviews, controlling for firm-

level fixed-effect. Reporting the use of a technology in the back-check interview is associated

with 80.6% of likelihood of reporting the use of the same technology in the original interview.

Conversely, reporting that a technology is not used in the back-check interview, is associated

71The pilot coincided with the beginning of the data collection for phase two which includes new countries,
and Kenya is one of them. Despite the fact that Kenya is not in the sample, the pilot is informative about
the significance of response bias. The re-interviews produce 1,661 answers (106 interviews times 3 business
functions times an average of 5.2 technologies per function).

72The consistency ranges from 65% in business administration to 77% in sales across business functions,
and from 85% among the most basic technologies to around 61% in intermediate, and 77% at the most
advanced technologies across functions.
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Table A.9: Difference in technology sophistication in general business functions with and
without outlying enumerators

All Sample Sample Without Difference
Different

Enumerators

Vietnam
Mean 1.934 1.947 -0.013
SE (0.012) (0.012) (0.017)
Observations 1,499 1,341

Senegal
Mean 1.406 1.404 0.002
SE (0.011) (0.011) (0.016)
Observations 1,786 1,784

Bangladesh
Mean 1.482 1.458 0.024
SE (0.015) (0.015) (0.021)
Observations 903 798

Kenya
Mean 1.938 1.936 .002
SE (0.020) (0.020) (0.029)
Observations 1305 1296

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Data from the Firm-level Adoption of Technology (FAT) surveys
in Vietnam, Senegal, Bangladesh and Kenya. Brazil, Ghana, India and Korea are excluded because they
do not include significantly different interviewers. The average of technology sophistication in general
business functions (MOSTj) is compared between all sample and sample excluding significantly different
enumerators. Standard errors in parenthesis.

with a 29.3% likelihood of being reported in the original survey.

RAIS validation exercise

Some final ex-post checks were conducted with the Brazil data and takes advantage of

the fact that we have access to the RAIS administrative data, which is a matched employer-

employee dataset that covers the universe of firms in the sampling frame. This allows us to

compare variables in RAIS with variables we collected in FAT for the same firms.

First, we analyze the correlation between the value-added per worker and our technology

measures (GBF) and (SBF) from FAT and average wages from RAIS. Table A.10 reports

the point estimates of regressing firm-level FAT variables on the log or average wages per

worker from RAIS and a set of firm-level controls. The FAT variables are log of value added

per worker (column 1), and average technology sophistication (GBF, column 2, and SSBF,

column 3). In all three cases we find strong positive associations between the FAT and the
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RAIS variables.

Table A.10: Relationship between FAT survey variables and log of wages from administrative
data for Brazil

(1) (2) (3)
Variable ln(VAPW) GBF SSBF

ln(Wage) RAIS 0.873*** 0.507*** 0.549***
(0.200) (0.121) (0.138)

Observations 530 675 568
R-squared 0.217 0.354 0.230

Controls:
Sector FE

√ √ √

Region FE
√ √ √

Size group
√ √ √

Age
√ √ √

Exporter
√ √ √

Foreign owned
√ √ √

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Average wage information for each establishment is obtained
from the 2017 Relação Anual de Informações Sociais (RAIS) merged with the Firm-level Adoption of
Technology (FAT) data used in this exercise, including value added per worker (VAPW), the technology
adoption index (MOSTj) for GBF and SSBF, and firm characteristics used as controls. Robust standard
errors in parenthesis.

Second, we compare the differences between labor-related indicators from a matched

employer-employee administrative data for firms in FAT versus the universe of firms. To

perform this comparisons we obtained the weighted average for firms in FAT, using the

weights we constructed as described in section A3 and compare it with the average for all

firms in RAIS that are part of our universe for the State of Ceará, in Brazil. 73 We then

perform a t-test to compare the differences. Table A.11 shows that the differences are not

statistically significant.

Overall, these ex post checks appear to validate the quality of the data collected.

73The variables are number of workers, average wages, share of workers with college degree, share of low
skilled, and share of high-skilled workers, where high- and low-skilled workers are defined as in Autor and
Dorn (2013).
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Table A.11: Comparison between FAT sample and RAIS data (universe)

Number of Average Share Share Share high
employees wage college low-skill high-skill

FAT Average (weighted) 28.55 1,311.89 0.05 0.16 0.42
RAIS Average (universe) 23.85 1,349.29 0.05 0.17 0.39
Estimate (RAIS - FAT) -4.70 37.40 0.00 0.00 -0.03
Standard Error (3.08) (29.77) (0.01) (0.01) (0.02)
T-Statistic -1.52 1.26 0.55 0.20 -1.64

Note: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Data from the 2017 Relação Anual de Informações Sociais
(RAIS) and the Firm-level Adoption Technology (FAT) survey in Brazil. The estimates from RAIS data
are unweighted, and those from FAT surveys are weighted by the sampling weights. Robust standard
errors in parenthesis.
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B Derivations

B.1 Quantification of stability of technology curves to country

groupings

In this section, we provide details about the quantification of the relative variance in technol-

ogy sophistication induced by differences across country groupings in the technology curve

relative to the variance induced by the baseline technology curve. Let Sf,d the average level

of sophistication in function f across the establishments that are in the d decile of the dis-

tribution of average sophistication (e.g. MOSTj) and Sd is the average sophistication in

the establishments in the d decile. The technology curve for function f plots Sf,d against

Sd. Now we consider three technology curves for each of the three country groupings. In

the horizontal axis we still plot Sd, but in the vertical now we plot the average value of Sf,j

for the subsample of establishments in decile d that belong to the country grouping c. We

denote this by Sf,c,d.The technology curves in Figure 7 plot Sf,c,d against Sd.

We define the variance of the (baseline) technology curve for a function f as the variance

of the vertical gaps between the technology curve and the 45-degree line. Adding up across

functions, this can be expressed as
∑

f

∑
d ωf,d(Sf,d−Sd)2, where ωf,d is the weight of function

f for the d decile. We define the variance across country groupings in the technology curves

as
∑

f

∑
c

∑
d ωf,c,d(Sf,c,d−Sf,d)2. The sum of the variance in the technology curves and the

variance across country groupings in the technology curves is equal to the total variance in

the country-grouped technology curves which is given by
∑

f

∑
c

∑
d ωf,c,d(Sf,c,d − Sd)2.

B.2 Model derivations

In this section we proof the theoretical results of 4. Proposition 1 The first order conditions

for the optimal adoption problem are

Π′j(aj)

(1−σ)
σ

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
sf,j∑Nf

f=1
εf
σ

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
sf,j

= CjCf,Xe
sf,j (B.5)

Taking logs and isolating sf,j, we obtain
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sf,j = σln(
(1− σ)

σ
) + ln(Ωf )− σln(Cf,X)

+ σln(Π′j(aj))− σln(Cj)− σln(

Nf∑
f=1

εf
σ

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
sf,j) + εfaj (B.6)

Defining εj/σ ≡
∑

f
ε̃f
σ
ωf,j with ωf,j ≡

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
γfσ

sf,j
, replacing the RHS of B.6 for

sf,j and solving for εj/σ, we obtain

εj/σ ≡
∑
f

εf
σ
ωf,j =

[(
σ

1− σ

)∑
f

εf
σ

(
Ωfe

εfaj

(
Cf,XCj
Π′j(aj)

)1−σ
)]1/σ

(B.7)

This proves part A. To proof part B, substitute (B.6) into the implicit definition of aj

(8) to obtain the expression in the proposition.

Corollary 1: We define the average establishment as one with average marginal costs of

adoption C =
∑

j Cj/Nj and Cf,X =
∑

j Cf,X/Nj, and marginal profits Π′(a) =
∑

j Π′(a)/Nj,

where a and ε are defined by the following system:

ε/σ =

( σ

1− σ

)∑
f

εf
σ

Ωfe
εfa

(
Cf,XC

Π′(a)

)1−σ
1/σ

(B.8)

Nf∑
f=1

Ωfe
εfa

(
Cf,XCε

Π′(a)σ

)1−σ (
1− σ
σ

)σ
= 1. (B.9)

We start by taking a first order expansion of (B.7) around the TechFP, marginal costs and

weighted technology elasticity of the average establishment to obtain:

σln(εj/ε) ' (aj−a)

{
ε2 − (1− σ)

Π′′(a)

Π′(a)

}
+(1−σ)

(∑
f

$ε
f ln(Cf,X/Cf,X) + ln(Cj/C)− ln(Π′j(a)/Π′(a))

)
(B.10)

where

ε2 ≡

∑
f ε

2
f

(
Ωfe

εfa
(
Cf,X

)1−σ
)

∑
f εf

(
Ωfeεfa

(
Cf,X

)1−σ
) (B.11)

and

$ε
f =

εf
σ

Ωfe
εfaC1−σ

f,X∑
f
εf
σ

ΩfeεfaC
1−σ
f,X

(B.12)
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A linear approximation of (13) yields:(
ε

(
1− σ
σ

)1+σ

− (1− σ)
Π′′(a)

Π′(a)

)
(aj − a)

+ (1− σ)

{
−ln(Π′j/Π

′) +
∑
f

ωf ln(Cf,X/Cf,X) + ln(Cj/Cj) + ln(εj/ε)

}
' 0 (B.13)

where

ωf =
Ωfe

εfaC1−σ
f,X∑

f ΩfeεfaC
1−σ
f,X

(B.14)

Substituting in (B.10) and rearranging we obtain

(aj − a)

(
1− σ
σ

)(
ε

(
1− σ
σ

)σ
+ ε2 −

Π′′(a)

Π′(a)

)
'(

1− σ
σ

)(
ln(Π′j/Π

′)− ln(Cj/Cj)−
∑
f

(
σωf + (1− σ)$ε

f

)
ln(Cf,X/Cf,X)

)
(B.15)

Isolating aj, we can express (B.15) as (15), and it follows from the fact that σ < 1

and that Π′′(.) < 0 that the signs of the coefficients in the approximation are as stated in

Corollary 1.

Proposition 2: We rewrite (11) as

sf,j = σln

(
1− σ
σ

)
+ ln (Ωf ) + σ

(
ln(Π′j(aj))− ln(Cj)

)
− σln(εj/σ)

+ (εf − ε̄) (aj − ā)− ε̄ā+ ε̄aj + εf ā− σ(ln(Cf,X)− ln(Cf,X))− σln(Cf,X) (B.16)

Rearranging, we can express this as

sf,j =

κf︷ ︸︸ ︷
σln

(
1− σ
σ

)
+ ln (Ωf ) + εf ā− σln(Cf,X)

+

κj︷ ︸︸ ︷
σ
(
ln(Π′j(aj))− ln(Cj)

)
− σln(εj/σ)− ε̄ā+ ε̄aj+(εf − ε̄) (aj − ā)−σ(ln(Cf,X)−ln(Cf,X))

(B.17)
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We can now define uf,j = sf,j − κf − κj, and therefore,

V ar(uf,j) = a2
jV ar(εf ) + σ2V ar(ln(Cf,X))− σajCov(εf , ln(Cf,X)). (B.18)

B.3 Business function-specific technical change

In this section, we consider an extension of (8) that introduces business function-specific

technical change. This is captured by a parameter γf that may differ from 1. In some

functions, an increase in sophistication is associated with a larger increase in TechFP than

in others. not because the function is more relevant but because the technological gains that

bring the change in sophistication are more significant. Formally, the new aggregator is

Nf∑
f=1

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
γf sf,j = 1 (B.19)

with

∂aj
∂sf,j

=
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ e

σ−1
σ
γf sf,j∑Nf

f=1
εf
σ

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
γf sf,j

(1− σ)

σ
γf (B.20)

which is increasing in γf .

The first order conditions now become

Π′j(aj)
∂aj
∂sf,j

=
∂Cj(sf,j)

∂sf,j
(B.21)

Π′j(aj)
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ e

σ−1
σ
γf sf,j∑Nf

f=1
εf
σ

(
Ω

1
σ
f e

εf aj
σ

)
e
σ−1
σ
γf sf,j

(1− σ)

σ
γf = CjCf,Xe

sf,j (B.22)

Taking logs and isolating sf,j we obtain:

sf,j =
σln

(
1−σ
σ

)
+ ln (Ωf ) + ln(γf )

(γf (1− σ) + σ)
+
σ
(
ln(Π′j(aj))− ln(Cj)

)
− σln(εj/σ)

(γf (1− σ) + σ)

+
εf

(γf (1− σ) + σ)
aj − σ

ln(Cf,X)

(γf (1− σ) + σ)
(B.23)
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where

εj
σ

=

∑
f

εf
σ

(
Ωf

γ
(1−σ)γf
f

(
σ

1− σ

)
eεfaj

(
Cf,XCj
Π′j(aj)

)(1−σ)γf
) 1

γf (1−σ)+σ
(γf (1−σ)+σ)/σ

(B.24)

It follows from (B.23) that sf,j can be expressed as

sf,j = κ̃f +
κ̃j

γf (1− σ) + σ
+

εf
(γf (1− σ) + σ)

aj − σ
ln(Cf,X)

(γf (1− σ) + σ)
(B.25)

Conducting a first order approximation of the last three terms around γf = 1,we obtain

sf,j ' κ̃f+κ̃j−κ̃j (1− σ) (γf − 1)+εfaj (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))−σln(Cf,X) (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)) .

(B.26)

which corresponds to (22). The specification we estimate in the first stage is

sf,j = κ̃f + κ̃j + ρfaj + βf ∗Xj + vf,j (B.27)

The estimate of ρf ,ρ̂f =
Cov(sf,j−κ̃f−κ̃j−βf∗Xj ,aj)

V ar(aj)
which yields

ρ̂f = εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))− Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ) (γf − 1) (B.28)

which corresponds to equation (23).

Let ŝf,j ≡ sf,j − κ̂f − β̂f ∗Xj = (κ̃j + εfaj) (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)) .

âj =
Cov(ŝf,j, ρ̂fDj)

V ar(ρ̂f )
(B.29)

where Dj is a dummy that takes the value of 1 if the establishment is j, and 0 for all the

other establishments.

The denominator of (B.29) is

V ar(ρ̂f ) =V ar(εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))) +

(
Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ)

)2

V ar(γf )

− Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ)Cov(γf , εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)))

(B.30)
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While the numerator is

Cov(ŝf,j, ρ̂fDj) = Cov(ŝf,j,

(
εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))− Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ) (γf − 1)

)
Dj)

= Cov(ŝf,j, (εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)))Dj)−
Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ)Cov(ŝf,j, γfDj)

= ajV ar(εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))) + κ̃j
Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ)2 V ar(γf )

−(1− σ)Cov(γf , εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)))
Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)

aj +
κ̃j

Cov(aj ,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)


(B.31)

Combining (B.30) and (B.31) we obtain

âj = aj ∗ (ω1 + ω3) +
κ̃j

Cov(aj ,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)

(ω2 + ω3) (B.32)

where ω1 =
V ar(εf (1−(1−σ)(γf−1)))

V ar(ρ̂f )
, ω2 =

(Cov(aj ,κ̃j)/V ar(aj))
2(1−σ)2V ar(γf )

V ar(ρ̂f )
,

ω3 = −Cov(aj ,κ̃j)/V ar(aj)(1−σ)Cov(γf ,εf(1−(1−σ)(γf−1)))

V ar(ρ̂f )
and ω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 1.

Combining (B.28) and (B.32) we obtain the following expression for ρ̂f âj:

ρ̂f âj = εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1)) aj(ω1 + ω3)− Cov(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ) (γf − 1) aj(ω1 + ω3)

+εf (1− (1− σ) (γf − 1))
κ̃j

Cov(aj,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)

(ω2 +ω3)− Cov(aj ,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
(1− σ) (γf − 1)

κ̃j
Cov(aj,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)

(ω2 +ω3)

(B.33)

Proof of Proposition 3:

A. The V ar(ρ̂f ) is given in expression (B.30). To study its limit as V ar(κ̃j) tends to

0, note that the first term is independent of V ar(κ̃j).
Cov(aj ,κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
=
√

V ar(κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
∗ Corr(aj, κ̃j).

Corr(aj, κ̃j) and V ar(aj) are independent of V ar(κ̃j). Therefore, as V ar(κ̃j) tends to 0, the

second term in (B.30) tends to 0, and this proofs the statement.

B.

E(âj|aj) = aj ∗ (ω1 + ω3) + E(κ̃j|aj) ∗
V ar(aj)(ω2 + ω3)

Cov(aj, κ̃j)
(B.34)
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E(âj|aj) = aj ∗ (ω1 + ω3) +

√
V ar(κ̃j)

V ar(aj)
∗ Corr(aj, κ̃j)

V ar(aj)(ω2 + ω3)

Cov(aj, κ̃j)
∗ aj (B.35)

By the same argument, one can show that ω2 and ω3 tend to 0, and ω1 tends to 1 as V ar(κ̃j)

tends to 0. Therefore, V ar(κ̃j) tends to 0, E(âj|aj) tends to aj.

C. To be written.

C Additional Figures and Tables

In this section we present additional figures and tables referred in the draft. ?? plots the

technology curves using the MAX measure of technology sophistication as described in

section 3.3.

Table C.12 contains the estimates of the slopes of technology curves of each business

function, ε̂f . These are obtained from equation (18).

Table C.12: ε̂f by sector

1-digit sector Sector Business function ε̂f 1-digit sector Sector Business function ε̂f
General General Business Administration 1.25 Manufactuyring Car Assembly 1.01
General General Production Planning 1.18 Manufacturing Car Pressing 0.41
General General Sourcing 0.85 Manufacturing Car Painting 0.29
General General Marketing 0.71 Manufacturing Car Plastic Injection & Molding 0.66
General General Sales 0.50 Manufacturing Car Management 1.54
General General Payment 0.36 Manufacturing Car Fabrication - Automotive 0.75
General General Quality Control 0.80 Manufacturing Pharma Facilities 0.96
Agriculture Crops Land Preparation 1.18 Manufacturing Pharma Weighing 0.61
Agriculture Crops Irrigation 1.43 Manufacturing Pharma Compounding 1.34
Agriculture Crops Pest Control 1.22 Manufacturing Pharma Encapsulation 0.93
Agriculture Crops Harvesting 1.10 Manufacturing Pharma Quality Control 1.73
Agriculture Crops Storage 1.18 Manufacturing Pharma Packaging 1.57
Agriculture Crops Packing 0.87 Manufacturing Pharma Fabrication - Pharma 0.84
Agriculture Lifestock Breeding 1.01 Services Wholesale/Retail Customer Service 0.31
Agriculture Lifestock Nutrition 0.31 Services Wholesale/Retail Pricing 0.56
Agriculture Lifestock Animal healthcare 0.64 Services Wholesale/Retail Merchandising 0.42
Agriculture Lifestock Herd management 0.44 Services Wholesale/Retail Inventory 0.72
Agriculture Lifestock Transport of Livestock 0.42 Services Wholesale/Retail Advertisement 0.88
Manufacturing Food processing Input Test 0.81 Services Finance Customer Service 0.61
Manufacturing Food processing Mixing Blending Cooking 0.27 Services Finance ID Verification 0.77
Manufacturing Food processing Anti-bacterial 0.76 Services Finance Loan Application 0.97
Manufacturing Food processing Packaging 0.74 Services Finance Loan Approval 0.95
Manufacturing Food processing Food Storage 0.91 Services Finance Operational Support Area 1.14
Manufacturing Food processing Fabrication 0.42 Services Land transportation Planning 1.30
Manufacturing Apparel Design 1.20 Services Land transportation Execution 0.90
Manufacturing Apparel Cutting 0.38 Services Land transportation Monitoring 1.39
Manufacturing Apparel Sewing 0.10 Services Land transportation Performance Measurement 1.19
Manufacturing Apparel Finishing 0.42 Services Land transportation Maintenance 1.11
Manufacturing Apparel Fabrication 0.11 Services Health Infrastructure and Machines 0.23
Manufacturing Leather Design 1.64 Services Health Scheduling Appointments 0.33
Manufacturing Leather Cutting 1.09 Services Health Management of Patient Records 0.71
Manufacturing Leather Sewing 0.83 Services Health Procedures 0.53
Manufacturing Leather Finishing 0.97
Manufacturing Leather Fabrication - Leather 0.13
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure C.14: The Technology Curve, MAXf,j vs. MAXj by Deciles
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Table C.13: Sector-specific estimates of slope of technology curves

Sectors Business Administration Production Planning Sourcing Marketing Sales Payment Quality Control Fabrication
Crops 1.12 1.07 0.94 0.92 0.85 0.99 0.87
Livestock 1.68 1.33 1.01 0.92 0.65 0.63 1.03
Food Processing 1.40 1.25 1.03 0.91 0.87 0.80 1.02 0.74
Apparel 1.72 1.58 1.03 0.78 0.83 0.71 0.76 0.58
Leather 2.02 1.40 0.64 0.97 -0.06 -0.04 0.74 0.75
Car 1.00 1.13 0.97 1.51 0.89 0.40 0.99 0.57
Pharma 0.92 0.92 0.96 1.22 0.80 0.15 0.62 0.72
Other Manufacturing 1.49 1.36 1.08 0.84 0.92 0.65 0.89 0.62
Wholesale/Retail 1.58 1.50 1.08 0.97 0.66 0.53 1.10
Financial Services 1.28 1.39 1.08 1.04 0.86 0.45 0.99
Land Transportation 1.13 1.19 0.84 0.77 0.63 0.59 0.76
Health 1.60 1.56 1.06 1.15 0.53 0.73 0.78
Other Services 1.38 1.34 1.04 0.88 0.74 0.51 1.03
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